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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The tomato is one of the most important glasshouse crops in the Netherlands. Originally this fruit crop was mainly cultivated in cold frames in which
sometimes additional heating was applied. In order to expand the growing
season and to achieve optimum conditions for plant growth, modern technical
facilities were introduced during thepast 15to 20years. At the same time, new
varieties were used with a high production of good quality fruits, and with
a high resistance to diseases. The control of fungi diseases was feasible also
with new methods in plant protection, even at high temperatures and humidities.
Nowadays sophisticated techniques are available to control air temperature
and humidity in commercial glasshouses (STRIJBOSCH and VAN DE VOOREN,
1975). These factors can be regulated in dependance of the available light
intensity (CALVERT, 1975) or by simulating photosynthesis with the aid of
computers (TAKAKURA, 1975) in order to achieve optimum plant growth.
C0 2 -enrichment of the glasshouse atmosphere, enhancing photosynthesis and
growth, is at present widely practised in tomato production with good results
(VAN BERKEL, 1967; HAND and SOFFE, 1971; CALVERT and SLACK, 1975

and

1976). The use of artificial light during the dark winter months has been extensively studied in the past (e.g. VAN KOOT, 1958; GERMING, 1962; VERKERK,
1962and CANHAM, 1974b),but theeconomic feasability of application remains
questionable because of thehigh costs involved. Recently, however, new lamps
with a much higher efficiency have been developed (CANHAM, 1974a). Such
a development may lead to application of artificial light in practice in the near
future.
In contrast with the vast amount of information on control of the aerial
environment, knowledge regarding the rooting medium of tomato plants is
scanty. Improvement of the rooting medium, together with optimal cultural
practices has shown a drastic increase in growth rate of tomato seedlings ( D E
LINT and KLAPWIJK, 1973).
Root temperature has long been considered as an important factor in the
growth of tomato plants (RIETHMANN, 1933), but the information on this
parameter isstill incomplete and often contradictory. Therefore a study on this
environmental factor seems necessary in order to determine, under which
conditions control of root temperature might be an advantage in tomato
production.
The first objective of this study, therefore, was to quantify the effect of root
temperature on growth and development, earliness and fruit yield of tomato
plants, in relation to other environmental factors. Main emphasis was given
to young plants, since the application of root temperature control is likely to
bemoreprofitable during theearlystagesof growth than later on. The number
of plants per unit area is much higher in the nursery, which reduces the cost
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19(1977)
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per plant, whilelargeeffects may beexpected during theearly stages because
oftheexponential growth rateduring that period.
Asecondobjectiveofthisstudywastoobtaininformation onthemechanism
which is primarily affected by root temperature and which is limiting the
growthrateoftomatoplants.
Areview of theliterature on thesubject isgiven in Chapter 2.In Chapter3
aseriesofexperiments isdescribed, inwhichyoungtomato plantsweregrown
under natural glasshouse conditions throughout the year at various root
temperatures. Plants werecultivated up to the stage of transplanting in these
experiments. An extensive growth analysis in relation to the environment is
presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, experiments are described, in which
plants, pretreated at different root temperatures, were cultivated in a glasshouseduringwinterand early springasacommercial crop, inorder to obtain
information ontheperformanceofplantsaftertransplanting.Dataondevelopment, earliness and fruit yield are reported. In Chapter 5some experiments
under controlled conditions in a phytotron with artificial illumination are
described. Special emphasis was given to leaf growth, which appeared to be
the most sensitive growth parameter. Various air and root temperature combinationswereapplied. Chapter 6dealswith thephysiological background of
theobserved responsesand someadditional experimentsarereported there.
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2. L I T E R A T U R E

2.1. GENERAL

Two terms are generally used in the literature to indicate the temperature of
the rooting medium of .plants, viz. root temperature and soil temperature.
Although no reports were found, where the temperature of the root itself was
controlled or measured, it should be emphasized, that the fluxes in the heat
balance of the root system are extremely small compared with the heat conductivity of the medium, so that root and soil temperature may be assumed to
beequal.This fact isincontrast to thesituation oftheaerial part of aplant, the
temperature of which may be quite different from that in the ambient air.
Throughout thispaper thetermroot temperaturewillbeused.
An extensive review of the literature on root temperature and plant growth
has been given by RICHARDS et al. in 1952. They discussed the effect of temperature on a number of physiological processes in the root, such as translocation and respiration, mineral uptake,water uptake and root growth.
Thedecreased rateoftranslocation and respiration at lowroot temperatures
causes an increased carbohydrate content of both root and shoot. Phosphate
uptake is reduced at low root temperatures, but nitrogen uptake seems to
remain the same between 13 and 20°C. Water uptake is reduced at low root
temperatures inmany plant species.
Apart from thefact, that root growth isinfluenced byotherprocessessuch as
translocation of carbohydrates, growth itself istemperature dependent. WHITE
(1937) studied the effect of temperature on the growth rate of excised tomato
root tips and found a sharp optimum at 30°C: the Qio-value between 20 and
30°Cwasapproximately 3.Below 15°Cthe growth rate was almost zero.
RICHARDS, et. al. (1952) represented a large number of experimental data
onminimum, optimum and maximum root temperatures for growth anddevelopment of many plant species. Despite the mass of data, they concluded that
in general knowledge regarding the processes involved in root temperature
effects is scanty.
Since their review, a number of papers related to root temperature effects
appeared, but an overall picture on this subject is lacking. The subsequent
paragraphs willdeal with that literature,which isimportant in view of the two
objectives mentioned in the introduction, viz. a) the effect of root temperature
ongrowthoftomatoplantsandb)theprocessesinvolved intheroot temperature
response.
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2.2. THE EFFECTOFROOTTEMPERATUREONGROWTH OFTOMATOPLANTS

The discussion on theeffect of root temperature on growth of tomato plants
will be divided into three sub-paragraphs. The first one will deal with root
temperature during raising, the second one with that after transplanting and
in the third one the after-effect of root temperature during raising on subsequent development and yield will be discussed.
2.2.1. Root temperature duringraising
Many references deal with temperature effects on young tomato plants,
but in only a limited number air and root temperature were controlled separately. Without root temperature control the temperature in the rooting medium
may be assumed to be equal to air temperature when the latter is constant.
However, with fluctuating day-and-night temperatures, even inrelatively small
containers root temperature may lag behind air temperature considerably
(ABD EL RAHMAN, et. al. 1959a).The neglect of root temperature may be partly
caused by the observation of WENT (1944a), that root temperature as an important environmental variable doesnot affect growth of tomato plants in case
other environmental conditions are optimal. This result was valid only for
plants whichhad reached aheight ofabout 30cm.It should bementioned also,
that the control of root temperature requires special facilities and equipment
whichareoften not available.
ABD EL RAHMAN, et. al. (1959b) grew tomato plants for four weeks under
controlled conditions at a constant air temperature of 25°C and at constant
root temperatures of 16.8, 20, 25.3 and 29.9°C. They measured transpiration
and a number of plant parameters at the end of the experiment, and observed,
that the highest rate of plant growth and transpiration occurred at the highest
root temperature. Shoot/root-ratio was much higher at the higher root temperatures, while root growth was slightly affected by root temperature.
For a number of years the effect of root temperature was studied at the
E.R.A. Field Station at Shinfield Green (U.K.). The results were reported by
BOXALL (1962) and CANHAM (1966).Tomato plants were grown under natural
glasshouse conditions at root temperatures ranging from 7.2 to 38.3°C for
four weeksthroughout theyear.Optimumgrowthwasalwaysobserved between
20and 30°C. In other experiments soilheatingwascombined with supplementary light and it was shown that there was a more than additive increase in
growth bycombining both treatments.
Reports from Japan show the same tendency. FUJISHIGE and SUGIYAMA
(1968)grewyoungplantsoftomato,cucumberandsweetpepperunder controlled conditions at root temperatures between 10 and 35°C for ten days. For
tomato the optimum for shoot growth occurred between 20 and 30°C, and
for cucumber and sweet pepper between 25 and 35CC. HORI, et. al. (1968)
combined different air temperature regimes with root temperatures between
13and 28°C; again the optimal roottemperature ranged between 23and 28°C.
At lower air temperatures (18°C by day and 13°C by night) the effect of root
temperature was only relatively small.
4
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A number of root temperature studies were performed at the Glasshouse
Crops Research Institute at Littlehampton (U.K.) under controlled conditions
(COOPER, 1968).The plants were grown in a nutrient solution at 5to 35°C. Air
temperature was kept constant at 20°C. C0 2 -enrichment was applied at a
level of 2g CCh/m 3 (approximately 1000ppm byvolume).The highest growth
rate was obtained at a root temperature of 25°C (COOPER, 1973). The main
effect of root temperature was observed during the first two weeks after
emergence. Later on the growth curves of the different root temperature
treatments were almost parallel. In contrast to the observation of ABD EL
RAHMAN, et al. (1959b) mentioned above, Cooper reported only a slight
increase of shoot/root-ratio at the higher root temperatures.
Maximum growth of tomato plants at a root temperature of approximately
25°Cwasalsoreported by CHERMNIH (1971)and by CHU and TOOP(1975).
2.2.2. Root temperature after transplanting
Whereas in the nursery vegetative growth is the main concern, generative
growth is the most important parameter after transplanting. For that reason
other temperature regimes than those for vegetative growth may be optimal.
The earlier literature on this subject has been reviewed in 1957 by FRÖHLIG.
He concluded that in general an increase of root temperature to 20-30°C
resulted inan earlier and higher yield,except under thepoor light conditions of
January and February, when temperatures in the root medium of 14-17°C
appeared to be optimal. In his own experiments (FRÖHLIG, 1959) he did not
find any positive effect of soil heating, neither in the period January - March,
nor between March and May.
This lack of a positive effect on yield was confirmed by CALVERT (1956a),
PLOEGMAN (1964), BOXALL (1971) and ABDELHAFEEZ, et. al. (1971). VAN DE
MUYZENBERG (1957) reported, that an increase to 20°C in soil temperature
after transplanting was clearly disadvantageous for plants that had received
supplementary lightduring raising.
2.2.3. After - effect of root temperature duringraising
Only a few reports are available on the after - effect of a certain treatment
during the early stages of growth. VERKERK (1962), discussing the results of
experiments on supplementary lightduring raising,concluded that theearliness
of the yield was strongly determined by plant size at the moment of transplanting. An earlier yield of 5to 7days was obtained when plants were three times
heavier at the moment of transplanting. CANHAM (1966) compared the effects
ofdifferent airand root temperatures and ofsupplementary lightduring raising
on yield, and observed that the increased plant size resulting from additional
illumination also lead to an increase in early yield. He also found, however,
that plants raised at high air and low root temperatures, although being larger
at transplanting, did not yield better than those grown at low air and high root
temperatures.The latter treatment ismuchcheaper than the former. CHERMNIH
(1971) did not observe any after-effect of root temperatures in the range of
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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17-25°Cduring raising on the yield of tomato.
The relation between plant size, earliness and yield was extensively studied
by SPITHOST (1969 and 1975), who reported that there was a good correlation
between plant size and early yield. Although the various parameters of plant
size (dry weight, plant height, number of leaves, developmental stage of the
first inflorenscence) were all closely related, the highest correlation with early
yield was observed when plant height was chosen as a parameter of plant size.
The relationship between plant height and early yield was more evident for
early crops than for plantings later in the season.
Earlyyield isnot onlydetermined byplant size,but alsobythe placeand the
number of flowers of the first inflorescence. Both place and number are influenced by the temperature during the first weeks after cotyledon expansion
(CALVERT, 1957). PHATAK (1966) reported that air temperature during this
period determines the number of leaves below the first inflorescence while
root temperatureduringthissensitiveperioddeterminesthenumber of flowers.
This interaction between vegetative growth (plant size) and generative growth
(flower initiation)makes aprediction oftheoptimal combination of conditions
during raising difficult.

2.3. PROCESSES INVOLVED IN THE ROOT TEMPERATURE RESPONSE

Since the review of RICHARDS et. al. (1952) mentioned in Section 2.1., many
questions concerning the processes affected by root temperature have been
clarified by the extensive research into the mechanism of water and mineral
uptake by root systems, carried out by Brouwer and co-workers. Root temperature asa factor in thephysiology of roots was first studied with pea. It was
concluded that the growth reduction of the shoot at low root temperatures is
not primarily caused by a reduction inphotosynthesis but bya reduced uptake
of water and minerals (BROUWER, 1959,and BROUWER and VAN VLIET, 1960).
Between 15 and 20°C potassium uptake appeared to be the limiting factor,
below 15°C water uptake was controlling the growth rate of the shoot. Two
years later BROUWER (1962) published data of minimum, optimum and maximum root temperatures for arangeofcrops.Reduced shootgrowth was mainly
caused byadecrease inleafgrowth,whichwasalmost entirelydue to adecreased cell-elongation. The rate of leaf initiation, and thus the number of leaves,
wasonlyslightly reduced.
Experiments on root temperature were continued with bean plants with
special emphasis on anatomical aspects and on plant behaviour after a sudden
change in root temperature (BROUWER, 1964,and BROUWER and HOOGLAND,
1964).
The root temperature effect on growth was closely related to the distance
between the root tip and the zone where the endodermal cells were completely
suberized. At sub- and supra-optimal root temperatures root growth and
suberization proceeded at such a rate, that suberization took placeclose to the
6
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root tip. At optimum temperatures growth was enhanced more than suberization,leadingtoalargerroot surface throughwhichwaterandmineralscould be
taken up.
Possible interactions between phytohormones and root temperature were
examined as well. Growth reduction by low root temperatures could not be
compensated by addition of gibberellic acid, benzyl-adenine or IAA to the
nutrient solution (BROUWER and KLEINENDORST, 1967). In a study with radioactive tracers (BROUWER and LEVI, 1969) the translocation of salts from the
leaves to the roots appeared to be influenced by the root temperature prior to
the application.
In experiments with corn the evidence that water uptake is the most important factor inthecontrol of shoot growth by root temperature,was strongly
confirmed (KLEINENDORST and BROUWER, 1970).The reduction of leaf growth
almost exactly parallelled the changes in the water balance of the leaves. The
samecould beconcluded from acomparison between theeffects ofdrought and
low root temperatures on leaf elongation and photosynthesis of corn (BROUWER, 1974).
Such clear evidence on the primary mechanism of root temperature responses has neven been described for the tomato. Water uptake of tomato
plants was shown to be reduced by low root temperatures (SHIRAZI, et. al..
1975),and this effect isoften forwarded as the primary cause of reduced shoot
growth.
The pigmentation of the leaves of tomato plants at low temperatures, which
resembles symptoms of phosphorus deficiency has led to the assumption, that
a reduced phosphate uptake at low root temperatures is the primary cause of
the reduced growth rate. LOCASCIO and WARREN (1960) found, that the beneficial effect of phosphate application on growth of tomatoes was maximal at low
root temperatures, but WILCOX, et. al. (1962) did not find such an effect. Such
differences may be expected, since the effects of additional nutrients depends
strongly on the nutritional status of the plants. LINGLE and DAVIES (1959) and
LINGLE (1960) concluded from their experiments with phosphorus and root
temperature:'These data again demonstrate the effect of soil temperature on
the growth of tomatoes and the close correlation of this effect with phosphorous concentration inthetissue
which suggests,that the lack of growth
at low temperatures was inpart due to restriction of phosphorus uptake by the
plants'(LINGLE, 1960).
One year later, however, the same authors (DAVIES and LINGLE, 1961),
published the resultsofexperiments from which theyconcluded, that, although
lower root temperatures reduceboth theuptake ofwater and nutrients,none of
these factors is primarily responsible for the growth reduction at low root
temperatures. They suggest, that possibly the transport in the phloem is
hampered at low temperatures, because of the resemblance of the observed
symptoms with those of ringing. In this way, hormone transport from shoot
to root, or from root to shoot might be reduced and thus cause an inhibition
of growth. Also the translocation of assimilates may be restricted, although
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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WENT (1944b) reported a Qio-value lower than one for sugar translocation in
tomato. In many other papers (e.g. BÖHNING, et. al., 1953) this observation is

contradicted.
SCHWARTZ (1972) studied the effect of the root crown temperature on
growth of roots and shoot of tomato plants. He found, that lowering the
temperature of this region during the day increased root growth, whereas
raising the root crown temperature increased shoot growth. Continuously
cooling to 7°C or heating to 35°C reduced the growth rate of both roots and
shoots. Thissuggests,that translocation is affected.
The suggestion that hormones are involved in the response of plants to root
temperature has been made many times (DAVIES and LINGLE, 1961 ; BROUWER,
1974). Some evidence for this suggestion for tomato is presented by MENHENETT and WAREING (1975), who applied gibberellins and cytokinins to the
shoot apexor to leafdiscsoftomato plants grown at various root temperatures.
Hormone application partly compensated the effect of a low root temperature.
Summarizing one may conclude, that many experiments on the effect of
root temperature on plant growth have been reported. Data on tomato are
far lessavailable. In general the effect of root temperature on tomato seedlings
ismore pronounced than that on plants in the generative phase. The physiological mechanisms underlying the root temperature response of tomato plants,
however, have not been demonstrated unambigeously.
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3. G R O W T H AT A C O N S T A N T R O O T T E M P E R A T U R E
UNDER NATURAL GLASSHOUSE CONDITIONS
T H R O U G H O U T THE YEAR

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter (Section 2.2.) the need for data on the relation between root temperature and growth rate of young tomato plants was demonstrated. These data may be obtained either from experiments under controlled
conditions in a phytotron or under natural conditions in a glasshouse. Under
controlled conditions the results can be reproduced, while a certain factor of
interest can be varied, keeping the other ones constant. Extrapolation of the
results to a natural environment, however, is often difficult. Moreover, an
artificial environment may cause certain undesired side-effects, e.g. when light
intensity isrelativelylow (BEHBOUDIAN, 1977).Ontheotherhand, under natural
conditions many factors vary and it is often difficult to reproduce the results
in general. Therefore, much more effort must be devoted to data sampling
of the environment and to mathematical techniques for the interpretation of
theresults.
The latter approach was chosen in the present study. Young tomato plants
were grown in a greenhouse throughout the whole year at a constant root
temperature. Air temperature, relative humidity, incoming radiation and
evaporation were continuously measured, while plants were regularly harvested. Growth analysis was applied to the results in order to assess general
relationships between environmental variablesand plant growth.

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1. Cultivation
Seeds of tomato, Lycopersicon esculentum Mill., cv. 'Moneymaker' were
sown in a box filled with a peaty compost, which was kept in a glasshouse at a
temperature of 25°C during germination. Generally some seedlings emerged
the fifth day, and the majority the sixth day. To increase uniformity of the
plants, all those emerging before or after the sixth day were removed.
During cotyledon expansion the seedlings were selected again and transplanted into 5 litre plastic pots. The pots were filled with a weighed amount
of a soil mixture which contained sufficient nutrients to prevent any sign of
mineral deficiency, even when plants were grown to a size far beyond that in
the experiments. The pF-curve of the soil mixture was determined prior to the
experiment and the water content was measured before filling the pots. From
the weight of the soil per pot, its water content and the pF-curve, the required
amount ofwater to obtain apF ofapproximately 1.5 wascalculated and added
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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to the pots. All the pots were placed in Wisconsintanks at a temperature of
20 ± 0.5°C for two days. Thereafter root temperatures of 12, 15, 20, 25, 30
and 35 ± 0.5°C wereimposed. At this stagethe second leaf was approximately
1 cm. long.
The Wisconsintanks were located in a small, East-West oriented glasshouse.
The upper side of the tanks equalled the ground surface. Allthough air temperature could be controlled by a thermostat, connected to a hot-waterpipesystemand aventilator, thecapacity ofthesystemwastoo small to achieve
constant air temperatures. Each Wisconsintank contained 15 plants. Air
temperature, radiation and evaporation conditions were rather uniform
throughout the whole glasshouse. To assure an equal exposition of each individual plant to its environment, the position of each set of 15 plants was
changed twice a week according to a fixed scheme. The soil surface of each
pot wascovered withawhitepolystyrene discofonecm.thickwitha 2cm.-hole
in the center for access of the stem, in order to improve its isolation. In this
way even at a maximum difference between soil and air temperature (12 and
30°C, respectively) the top layer of the soil deviated less than 1°C from that
of the Wisconsintank. The disc also reduced evaporation from the soil considerably.
The potswereweighed at regular intervals. From thesedata theloss of water
and thepF-valuewerecalculated. When thepF increased above 2.0the amount
ofwaterlosswasadded.Correctionsfor theincreaseinplantweightweremade,
using the data of periodic harvesting. It was assumed, that between pF 1.5 and
2.0 no water stress would occur.
Seven experiments were carried out throughout the whole year. The duration of each experiment varied between 28 and 42 days. Either three or four
periodic harvestsweremade with intervals of 7to 10days (Table 3.1).
3.2.2. Measurements ofplant parameters
Non-destructive measurements of plant length and leaf number were done
at weekly intervals. Every 7 to 10 days 4 to 5 plants per treatment were harvested from which fresh weight of leaf blades, petioles and stem of each plant
was determined. The area of the leaf blades was measured with an optical
planimeter (Technical and Physical Engineering Research Service, Wageningen, 66-2014). Dry weight was obtained after drying the plant material
for 3 days in a ventilated oven at 80°C. No data were collected on the root
system becauseofthehigh organiccontent of thesoil,through whicha cleaning
of the roots and a reliable weighing was hardly feasable. Since the analysis of
24 to 30 plants during each harvest is rather timeconsuming, special care was
taken to prevent undesired systematic errors. The sequence of harvesting the
plants was as follows:one plant of each treatment was taken first, within 5 to
10 minutes, then weighed and prepared for determination of leaf area and
dry weight. Subsequently a second plant of each treatment was taken, then a
third one and so forth. In this way daily trends in plant weight distribution
wereequally represented ineach treatment. Freshweight wasdetermined in the
10
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glasshouse immediately after cutting, inorder to avoid evaporative losses.
During the first experiment, a non-destructive method to estimate leaf area
was developed and from the second experiment onwards included in the
measurements. This method is based on a correlation between leaf area (A)
and leaf length (1). PORTER (1937) established for tomato leaves a relationship
A = a + b.l+ c.l2, in which a, b and c are constants, depending on environLeaf area
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FIG. 3.1. Relation between the sum of the squared leaf lengths (Xl2)and the leaf area of47
plants varying in size,grown under equal environmental conditions. (In the lower
partdata for thesmaller plantsareenlarged).
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mental conditions. LYON (1948) used another relationship: A = a.l2 for single
leaves, and COOPER (1959) represented the total leaf area of a plant by A =
a. S l 2 . The latter linear relationship between leaf area and the integrated
squares of the length of individual leaves was applied to the data from 47
plants of various sizes from a preliminary experiment (Figure 3.1). The linear
relationship is valid over a wide range in plant size, but does not exactly pass
through the origin.
In order to obtain estimates of daily increases in leaf area, the length of all
the leaves of two plants of the 12, 25 and 35°C treatments were measured at
9.00 A.M. each day. The leaf area of these plants was then obtained by using
the ratio between A and E l2. Since this ratio appeared to depend on environmental conditions, its value was determined at each harvest of all the experiments (I till VII), from measurements of the length of all the leaves of the harvested plants and their leaf area.
3.2.3. Measurements ofenvironmental parameters
Airtemperature and relativehumidity intheglasshousewererecorded with a
thermohygrograph. This instrument wascalibrated at regular intervals against
an Assman psychrometer. Mean valueswereobtained from thetrack by taking
hourly readings, which were averaged.
Daily integrals of short wave radiation inside the glasshouse were obtained
from an integrating light meter which was calibrated for direct and diffuse
sunlight against a KIPP-solarimeter.Although thesensitivity of the instrument
was slightly different for direct and diffuse light, only one average conversion
factor was used. Radiation values reported in this paper thus represent the
total shortwave radiation insidethe glasshouse.
The evaporation inthe glasshouse wasmeasured with a Piche-evaporimeter.
This simple instrument consists of a disc of Whatman filter which is pressed
against thebottom-end ofaglass tubefilledwith distilled water. In thisway the
disc remains saturated with water and the waterloss from the calibrated tube
is a measure of potential evaporation. A detailed analysis of its performance
was presented by D E VRIES and VENEMA (1954), who concluded, that the instrument simulates fairly well the waterloss of a single leaf exposed to the
air, but for a crop canopy the effect of wind is overestimated and that of
radiation underestimated.

3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1. Environmental factors
Averages of air temperature (day, night and 24 h.-mean), radiation and
evaporation for each period of the experiment are summarized in Table 3.1.
Day temperature ranged from 18-20°C in winter to 25-30°C in summer:
night temperature from 15-17°C in winter to 17-20°C in summer. Daily
values of total short-wave radiation were about 80 Joule c m - 2 d" 1 in winter
12
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TABLE 3.1. Average air temperature, radiation and Piche-evaporation in the glasshouse
during each experimental period.
Air temperature

Radiation

Evaporation

Exp.

Period

day
°C

night
°C

24hrs
°C

I

1.Sept. 24-Oct. 12
2.Oct. 12- Oct. 22
3. Oct. 22- Nov. 2

23.3
21.5
20.6

18.2
17.3
17.4

20.8
19.4
19.0

361
260
147

668
482
350

II

l.Nov. 16-Nov. 26
2.Nov. 26- Dec.7
3. Dec. 7-Dec. 17
4. Dec. 17-Dec. 28

19.9
19.0
18.2
17.7

16.3
16.6
15.5
16.3

18.1
17.8
16.9
17.0

130
88
80
84

416
346
322
366

III

1.Jan. 14-Jan. 25
2.Jan. 25- Febr. 4
3. Febr. 4- Febr. 15
4. Febr. 15-Febr. 22

17.8
19.0
19.9
19.5

16.1
15.9
17.5
16.7

17.0
17.5
18.7
18.1

76
101
147
172

388
362
365
393

IV

1.March 1 - March 11
2. March 11-March 18
3. March 18-March 25
4. March 25- April1

20.5
22.0
21.1
27.5

16.4
17.0
18.4
18.4

18.5
19.5
19.8
23.0

374
411
273
471

533
558
522
528

V

1.April 8-April 15
2.April 15-April 22
3. April 22- April 29
4. April 2 9 - Ma y 6

23.7
25.5
23.9
27.5

17.2
19.0
17.8
18.4

20.5
22.3
20.9
22.9

583
524
517
836

725
732
628
949

VI

1.May 28- June4
2.June4- June 10
3. June 10-June 17
4.June 17-June 25

19.7
18.4
17.4
18.6

25.1
23.1
20.4
21.6

790
625
449
618

910
697
501
618

VII

1.Aug. 5-Aug. 12
2.Aug. 12-Aug. 19
3. Aug. 19 - Aug. 27
4. Aug. 27- Sept.1

30.4
27.8
23.3
24.6
24.6
25.2
26.7
23.4

18.8
18.9
19.6
18.4

21.7
22.1
23.2
20.9

398
457
483
327

495
534
586
456

2
1
J c n r 2 d - ' mgcm" d"

and 400-800 J cm" 2 d" 1 in summer. Evaporation ranged from 300-400 mg
cm" 2 d"* inwinter(3-4 mmd'1) to600-900mgcm" 2 d"*(6-9 mmd" 1 )in
summer.
Thevaluesofdailyradiationmeasured insidetheglasshousewerecompared
with those from a nearby meteorological station (Department of Physics and
Meteorology of the Agricultural University at Wageningen), at a distance of
about 1 km.Ingeneral,therewasagoodagreement between both setsofdata,
but the structure of the glasshouse itself and the shading by the glasshouse to
theSouth of theexperimental onecaused somevariation, especially on sunny
days. From these data the transmission coefficient of the glasshouse wascalculated, which appeared to be 46%during autumn, winter and early spring
(exp. I to IV) and 36%during summer (exp.Vto VII).The low transmission
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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FIG. 3.2. Relation between day temperature (a), evaporation (b) and short wave radiation
inside the experimental glasshouse.
• glasshouse not white-washed
O glasshouse white-washed

during winter was, at least partly, due to the large angle of incidence of the
light in this season, which caused a high reflectance. The shading from the
nearby glasshousewasalsonoticeableduring thisperiod. In summer theglass
had to bewhitewashed toreduce excessiveradiative heating,thus yieldingthe
lowtransmission coefficient.
Bothdaytemperatureandevaporationwerecorrelated withradiation inside
the glasshouse (Figure 3.2). The relationships were not affected by whitewashingtheglasshouse(generallywithradiationvaluesabove400Jcm - 2 d" l ).
Because of this correlation it is difficult to separate the specific effect of
eachoftheseclimaticfactorsonplantgrowth.
14
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3.3.2. Growth anddevelopment
3.3.2.1. General
Plant growth and development were favourable in all experiments at all
root temperature treatments. Plant shape and structure were much more
influenced by the annual variation of the environment than by root temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3., where the typical winter-grown
plants (upper) are compared with the more compact early-spring (middle)
and thevigourousmid-summer plants (lower).Theplantsgrown at thelowest
and the highest root temperatures werefully normal in appearance, although
theirsizewassmallerthanattheoptimaltemperaturesof20and25°C.
Leaf colour was affected both by season and by root temperature. Plants
grown in summer were dark green, those in winter light green. The plants
from the lowroot temperature treatments (12and 15°C)weredark green and
the first two to five leaves often showed pink to brown stained areas which
usually disappeared when the leaves grew older. Sometimes, however, these
areas changed into chlorotic spots in which later on leaf senescence started.
In general, this senescence did not occur before the plants were twelve to
fifteen leaves large. Aroot temperature of 35°Ccaused relatively dark leaves
onlyduringthesummermonths.
Stems and petioles, especially the lower part, were purplish at low root
temperatures (12and 15°C). Sometimes adventitious roots emerged from the
basal stem part, which never reached a length ofmore than one or twomillimeter.

f^fL

ïm/mmm-^mr Wir « • »

FIG. 3.3. Tomato plants after a treatment of four weeks at different root temperatures in
winter (upper row),spring (middle row)and summer (lower row).
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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During summer the plants occasionally showed symptoms of wilting in the
early afternoon. It occurred on sunny days, after a period of dull weather
irrespective of the soil moisture condition. Apparently the plants were unable
to adapt themselves to largechanges in daily evaporation. The first symptoms
werealwaysobserved at a root temperature of 35°C,which isprobably caused
by the enhanced suberization of the roots at this temperature (BROUWER,
1964).
3.3.2.2. P l a n t h e i g h t
In Figure 3.4. plant height, between the cotyledons and the stem tip, was
plotted against time for each treatment and each experiment. These curves
show, that in general a period existswith increasing elongation rates, followed
by a period with a more or less constant elongation rate. The period of increasing elongation rate ismuch longer at lower root temperatures. It depends
alsoontheseason.Thecriticalplantheightabovewhichaconstant growth rate
is achieved, therefore, varies to a great extent. At 12°C e.g. it is about 20 cm
in summer (exp. VI and VII). At 15°C it is 10to 15cm in summer and about
20 cm in spring and autumn (exp. I and IV). At root temperatures of 20 up
to 35°Cthiscritical valueofplant height isaslowas 10cm inallseasons,except
in winter, when the constant growth rate of 2 to2.5 cm d 2 wasnot reached
in any of the treatments (exp. II and III).
In Table 3.2 the ratio between plant height at 25°C and that at 12°C root
temperature, at a plant age of 25 days is represented for various seasons. The
growth reducing effect of a low root temperature was large in autumn and
spring, smaller in winter and quite small in summer. This apparent interaction
between root temperature and season can be ascribed to the different stages
of growth of the plants: in summer the growth rate of the stem at both temperatures had been linear for a longtimealready, inwinter itwasstill exponential, whereas in autumn and spring the growth rate at 25°Cwas linear and that
at 12°C still exponential.
The constant rate of increase in plant height after achieving a certain plant
size, has often been used as a growth parameter in experiments to analyse
growth rates at different conditions. Went (1944a) reported constant rates of
28mmd~ i under optimal conditions for plants larger than 30 cm. This value
isclose to that found inthepresent experiments (2.5cmcr 1 ).In the same paper
WENT (1944a) concluded from measurements of plant height, that root temperature did not affect the growth rate of tomato plants once they were larger
than 30 cm, provided other conditions were optimal. The same conclusion
may bedrawn from our experiments.
3.3.2.3. Leaf n u m b e r
The rate at which new leaves appear depends on the number of developing
internodes. Flower primordia in tomato can only be initiated after a certain
number of leaves or internodes has been produced by the apical meristem, and
this fact isof importance for theearliness of flowering and fruiting.
16
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Plant height
70r- cm

15" r t

FIG. 3.4. Plant height vs. time in days after transplanting at various root temperatures (rt)
during variousseasons(ItoVII,seeTable3.1).
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FIG. 3.5. Number of leaves larger than 1 cm.vs.time in days after transplanting at various
root temperatures (rt)during variousseasons(ItoVII,seeTable3.1).
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InFigure 3.5leafnumber isplotted versustime.Therateofleaf appearance
wasrather independant ofplant age.It wasaffected by root temperature and
byseason. At 12°Cit ranged from about 0.25leavesperday inwinter to 0.40
d~l insummer.At25°Cthesefigureswereapproximately0.30to0.55d~1,and
at 35°Cfrom 0.30 to0.45d _1 , respectively. Therate at whichnewleavesappeared was thus somewhat reduced by low root temperatures in all seasons;
at35°Cthisratewasreducedonlyinsummer.
BEAUCHAMPand LATHWELL (1967)reported a large effect of root temperature on the rate of leaf initiation in young corn. The position of the apical
meristem inyoungcorn plants,however, isquitedifferent from that inyoung
tomatoplants.
The seasonal effect on leafnumber ismuch smaller ascompared with plant
height. At a root temperature of 25°C, 25days after transplanting e.g., plant
heightwas42.5cminexp.VII(summer)versus9cminexp.Ill (winter),while
leaf number was only 14.0 versus 8.3 (Table 3.2). No apparent interaction
between season and root temperature was observed with leaf number aswas
thecasewithplantheight,sinceleafnumber increaseslinearlywithtime.
HUSSEY (1963) studied the effect of air temperature and light intensity on
leaf initiation of tomato in great detail. Hefound a steady rate of leaf formation at constant environmental conditions, which was higher at higher temperatures and higher light intensities. As already mentioned in Section 2.3,
the site of thefirstinflorescence and itsnumber of flowers may be influenced
by air and root temperature. In thepresent experiment, however, thestageof
flowering wasonly reached in summer, whichprevented a complete counting
ofthenumberofflowers inthefirsttruss.Thenumberofleavesbelowthe first
inflorescence wascounted ineachrun andvariedfrom 9to 11 inrun III (early
spring)to7to9intheotherruns.Roottemperature effects, ifany,weresmall
and inconsistent. Therefore, no further data on this aspect of growth will be
presented.

TABLE 3.2. Plant height, leaf number and fresh weight, 25daysafter transplanting at 25and
12°Croot temperature andtheratio between 25and 12°C,indifferent months.
Exp Month

Plant height (cm)
25°C 12°C

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

October
December
February
March
April
June
August

28
12.5
9
25
33
39
42.5

11
7.5
5.5
10.5
17.5
32.5
39.5

ratio
25/12
2.5
1.7
1.6
2.4
1.9
1.2
1.1

Leaf number

Fresh weight (g)

25°C 12°C ratio
25/12

25°C 12°C

11.4
8.3
8.3
11.4
12.0
13.5
14.0

65
8.5
8.6
56
120
168
137

8.7
7.4
6.8
8.8
10.3
12.4
12.0
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1.3
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.2

13
4.6
1.8
10
26
80
74

ratio
25/12
5.0
1.8
4.8
5.6
4.6
2.1
1.9
19

3.3.2.4. Fresh weight
Fresh weight of a plant is another parameter of plant size, in addition to
plant height and number of leaves. While plant height is a one-dimensional
representation of its size,the fresh weight quantifies its volume. It should be
noted oncemore,that in the following total fresh weight oftheplants stands
for the fresh weight of the part above thecotyledons, since the weight of the
rootsystemcouldnot bedetermined.
Fresh weight of the plants is plotted against time for each treatment and
eachexperiment in Figure3.6.Thedataweregrouped inanotherwaythanin
Figure 3.4 and 3.5.In Figure 3.4 the seasonal differences between thecurves
werethemost interesting aspect and for that reason thecurvesfrom all 7experiments werecombined inonefigure for each root temperature. Becauseof
therelationbetween leafnumberandplantheightthesamecombinationswere
Fresh weight
200

FIG. 3.6. Fresh weight of the plants vs. time in days after transplanting at different root
temperatures during various seasons (I to VII, seeTable 3.1).Note different scale
for experiment II and III.
(• 12°C;0 15°C;+ 20°C; T25°C;A 30°C; x 35°Croot temperature).
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chosenfor Figure3.5. Theverylargeseasonaldifferences infresh weight,however,preventedaclearrepresentationinthesameway.Therefore,thedata from
eachroottemperaturewerecombinedinonefigureforeachexperiment.
Root temperatures of 20to 30°C yielded the largest plants in all seasons,
while fresh weight at 15and 12°C lags behind progressively. At 35°C there
wasamarkedeffect ofseasononfresh weight.Inmidwinter itwasthesameas
that at 25°C(exp.II).In allother seasonsit wasequal to that at 25°Cduring
thefirstweeksonly.Later ongrowthdeclined gradually sothat thefinalfresh
weight was approximately the same as that at 15°C in autumn and spring
(exp.I,IIIandIV),andclosetothatat 12°C(exp.V)orevenlowerinmidsummer(exp.VIandVII).
Fresh weight of theplants, 25days after transplanting (Table 3.2) depends
largely on the season, being about 20timeshigher in summer than in winter.
Therelative growth retardingeffect oflowroot temperatureswasexpressed as
theratiooffresh weight at25tothat at 12°C.Thiseffect waslargeinautumn
and spring,and smallinmid-winter andmid-summer.Thesamewasobserved
with plant height. It was previously discussed, that this apparent interaction
with season was attributable to the different stages of growth in different
seasons.Forpropercomparison,therefore,plantsatthesamestageofdevelopmentshould beusedinsteadofplantsatthesameage.Thisequalstage,however,isreached atadifferent time,whichmeansadifferent historyofenvironmental factors in the varying conditions of a glasshouse. Therefore growth
analysisisneededtoassesstheproperrelationshipbetweeneffects ofroottemperature and thoseofotherenvironmental variables.Dryweight and leafarea
aretheimportant growthparametersinthatanalysis.
3.3.3. Growth correlations
3.3.3.1. Introduction
Plant growth can beexpressed bya number ofparameters, someof which,
suchasplantheight,leafnumberandfreshweight,havebeendiscussedalready
in theprevious sections. In thesesections it has been shown that theeffect of
root temperature on various growth parameters was almost the same in the
range between 20 and 30°C, and that at 15°C intermediate between 12and
20°C.Inthesubsequentsections,therefore,comparisonofgrowthcorrelations
will be made only between low (12°C), optimal (25°C) and high (35°C) root
temperatures.
3.3.3.2. Fresh weight related to plant height
Therelation between fresh weightandplant heightisimportant becausethe
measurementofthelatterisanon-destructiveone.Itcanbeusedasanestimate
forfreshweightatanymoment,providedafirmrelationshipcanbeestablished.
The ratio between weight and height also isa parameter of the shape of the
plant,whichmaybeeithertallandtinyorfirmandcompact.
Therelationbetweenfresh weightandplantheightdependsontheseasonas
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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FIG. 3.7. Relation between fresh weight and plant height at 12°C, 25°C and 35°C root
temperature(rt).Thesmallervaluesareenlargedontherighthand-sideofthefigure.
(x exp.I;• exp.IIandIII;Oexp.IV,VandVI;+ exp.VII, seeTable 3.1).
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TABLE 3.3. Coefficient (a) and exponent (b) in the equation Wf = a x Hb, relating fresh
weight(Wf)toplant height (H),for thecurvesinFigure3.7.
Experiment Season

Root temperature

a

b

n

r

0.134
0.099
0.071
0.195
0.126
0.149

1.60
1.73
1.73
1.69
1.94
1.72

8
8
8
12
12
12

0.984
0.994
0.992
0.989
0.995
0.995

CO
II, III

winter

IV,V, VI summer

12
25
35
12
25
35

isshown in Figure 3.7. At a certain height, plant weight islow during winter
(exp.IIandIII),highduringearlysummer(exp.IV,VandVI)andintermediate
inlatesummerandautumn (exp.VIIandI).
Thedata forwinterandsummerwerefittedseparatelytotheequationWf =
a x H bfor eachroot temperature.Thecurvesobtained inthiswayweredrawn
inFigure3.7andtheconstantsaandbwerelisted inTable3.3.
There appears to be a close relationship between fresh weight and plant
height(highvaluesofr),sothelattercanbeusedfor anon-destructive estimation offresh weight. It should bekept inmind, however, that theconstantsa
andbdependontheprevailingenvironmentalconditions.
Thecoefficient aintheabove-mentioned equation decreaseswith increasing
root temperatures in winter but has a minimum at 25°C in summer. Theexponent bissomewhat reduced byalowroot temperatureinwinterandclearly
reduced by sub-and supraoptimal root temperatures in summer.Thismeans,
that plants at low'root temperatures are more compact than at optimal root
temperatures during the first stages of growth, but gradually become more
tiny. At high root temperatures plants are lesscompact than at optimal ones
from thebeginningonwards.
3.3.3.3. Dry weight related to fresh weight
Therelation between dry and fresh weight of plants isusually expressed by
the dry matter percentage, i.e. dry weight as a percentage of fresh weight.
Althoughitisoneofthemostfrequently determinedratiosinthestudyofplant
growthanddevelopment,theinterpretationofthispercentageisoften difficult.
Itsnumerical valuedependson thewater and thedrymatter balance.Thedry
matter percentages of stems, petioles and leaf blades are listed in Table 3.4
forallexperiments.
Ingeneralthedrymatter percentagesofstemsand petioleswerealmost the
same and that of the leaf blades twice asmuch. In winter stems and petioles
rangedbetween3and5%,andleafbladesbetween8and 12%.Insummerthese
values were 4 to 10%and 10to 20%, respectively. At an optimal root temperature, dry matter content was always lower than that at lower or higher
temperaturesandthedifferences werelargerinsummerthaninwinter.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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TABLE 3.4. Dry matterpercentage of stems,petioles and leaves of tomato plants at various
roottemperaturesandharvestingdates(*:petiolesincludedinstems)
Dry matter percentage of
stem

petiole

leaf

date

days
after
transpl.

°Croot temp.
12 25 35

°Croot temp.
12 25 35

°C root temp.
12
25
35

I

Oct. 12
Oct.22
Nov.2

18
28
39

5.6 4.1 4.1
5.1 4.7 5.9
4.5 6.0 7.2

5.8 4.3 4.4
5.2 4.6 5.3
4.2 5.1 6.1

14.0 10.5 11.2
11.4 9.7 11.3
9.2 9.2 10.5

II

Nov. 26
Dec.7
Dec. 17
Dec.28

10
21
31
42

6.5
4.1
4.1
4.5

4.5
3.6
3.3
3.7

4.3
3.6
3.6
4.1

5.7
4.2
4.1
4.3

4.4
3.7
3.5
3.8

4.7
3.8
3.8
4.2

III

Jan. 25
Febr. 4
Febr. 15
Febr. 22

11*
21*
32
39

4.5
5.3
5.8
6.3

5.0
3.9
4.0
4.4

4.7
4.2
4.0
5.4

_
-

_
-

_
-

IV

Mar. 11
Mar. 18
Mar. 25
Apr. 1

10*
17
24
31

7.3
7.0
6.4
7.4

4.8
4.3
4.4
5.6

5.4
5.2
5.1
8.0

6.1 4.4 4.7
6.7 4.8 5.6
_ —
7.2 4.8 5.5
6.6 4.5 5.2
7.1 5.5 7.4

V

Apr. 15
Apr. 22
Apr. 29
May6

7*
14
21
28

7.0
5.7
7.5
9.2

4.9
4.2
5.8
8.6

5.1
5.3
8.3
12.8

6.4 4.7 5.9
7.6 6.1 8.1
9.0 8.1 10.9

June 4
June 10
June 17
June 25

7*
13
20
28

6.1
5.6
5.7
7.7

5.3
4.8
5.6
9.4

7.2
5.3
6.4
9.4

6.3 5.3 5.9
5.7 5.5 6.3
7.4 8.4 8.6

Aug. 12
Aug. 19
Aug.27
Sept.1

7*
14
22
28

5.2
5.6
5.9
6.7

4.8
4.5
5.2
8.2

5.2
5.8
6.9
8.7

6.0 5.1 6.2
5.7 5.1 6.3
6.3 7.3 7.6

11.5
13.6
12.3
13.2

10.2
11.9
10.5
13.5

11.5
14.7
13.1
14.5

6.04 5.19 6.16

6.08 5.19 6.02

13.1

10.8

12.6

Exp.

VI

VII

Average

— — _

_

_

— _

_

—

11.4
9.6
9.9
9.5

9.7
8.6
8.8
8.8

10.2
8.8
9.4
9.5

9.2 8.0 8.4
11.0 9.1 9.7
13.2 9.8 10.7
14.8 11.7 14.5
13.3 10.7 11.6
15.4 10.9 12.2
13.8 10.2 12.1
14.8 10.7 14.5
14.9
14.0
17.7
18.2

10.8
10.6
13.3
14.8

12.6
13.4
17.1
20.1

17.5 12.2 16.7
13.6 11.0 12.8
12.5 10.9 13.5
15.4 14.9 16.1

Superimposed on these general trends diumal variations in dry matter
percentageoccured,whichdependonshorttermfluctuationsinthedrymatter
andwaterbalanceoftheplants.AsnotedalreadyinSection3.2.2,freshweights
weredeterminedintheglasshouseimmediatelyaftercutting(withinoneortwo
minutes),sothat errors inthemeasurement of thisparameter werenegligible.
As an illustration ofthe magnitude oftheseshort term changes indry matter
content,somevaluesofthisparameterareshowninTable3.5.Duringthe first
harvest of the experiment three plants per treatment were harvested in the
morning and two in the afternoon. The increase in dry matter content is
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TABLE 3.5. Dry matter percentage of leaves at various root temperatures in the morning
and intheafternoon ofthesameday(October 12th ).
Root temperature
Plants
6-8
9-10
Mean

time

10

15

20

25

30

35°C

Mean

10.00-10.45 13.5±0.6 11.9±0.2 10.2±0.1 10.0±0.1 10.0±0.1 10.5±0.1
14.30-15.00 14.7±0.3 14.0±0.3 11.8±0.1 11.1±0.1 11.4±0.2 12.3±0.1
14.1
13.0
11.0
10.6
10.7
11.4

11.0
12.6

obvious at all root temperatures, which is a result of the progress of photosynthesis and the increasing water deficit of the plant during the day. Since the
weather conditions were rather constant during this specific day, the pattern
wasquiteregular. Largerdifferences wereobservedinsummer,when sometimes
periods of bright sunshine were alternated by heavy clouds or showers.
Remarkable high values of the dry matter content of all plant parts were
recorded at the final harvest of exp. Ill, V, VI and VII (Table 3.4), and to a
less extent at the last harvest of exp. IV and the third harvest of exp. V. The
plantswerelargeon thesedaysand theweather wasratherclear and sunny. The
evaporative demand of these plants should be high and the root system of the
plants was probably restricted by pot size. The high values of the dry matter
percentage suggest, that in this case the plants were close to lack of water. No
visible signs of wilting occurred on these days, however, except at the final
harvestofthe fifth experiment, immediatelyafter anextremelywarm and sunny
weekend, when water supply was not adequate.
Summarizing, the relation between fresh and dry weight was found to be
clearly affected by season, but also by root temperature. Large short-term
fluctuations may occur, however, so that this relationship can not be generalized.
3.3.3.4. D r y w e i g h t of leaves r e l a t e d to t o t a l p l a n t d r y w e i g h t
Since no data on root weight could be collected, the total dry weight consists of the weight of stem,petioles and leaf blades. The function of leaf blades
is important, because they determine the potential growth rate of the plant
on account of their photosynthesis. Therefore, the relation between dry weight
of the leaf blades and total dry weight will be considered here.
Plant dry weight, between 0.02 grams and 20 grams, demonstrated a linear
relationship with dry weight of the leaf blades, when plotted on a double
logarithmic scale, as isshown in Figure 3.8 for the data of the 25°C treatment.
The regression equation calculated from the 81 observations at 12, 25 and
35°Cwas:
logL = 0.9285 logW-0.1710 (r = 0.998) (Figure 3.8)
in which L isleaf dry weight and W isplant dry weight.
In a further analysis each value of leaf dry weight was expressed as a percentage of the value it should have according to the regression equation. The
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FIG. 3.8. Relation betweenleafdryweightandplantdryweight(rootsexcluded).Thestraight
line was calculated from all data at 12,25 and 35°C root temperature. The dots
onlyrepresentthedata at25°Croot temperature throughout theyear.

standard deviation of these percentages was 7.8%only:thehighest valuewas
115.7/o and the lowest one 82.3%. The regression equation thus appears to
giveafairly good description oftherelation between leafdryweight and total
plantdryweight.Theratiobetween leafdryweightand total plant dryweight
(LeafWeightRatioorLWR)canbeobtainedfrom theregressionequation:
or

LWR = 10" 0 1 7 1 0 x w«0-9285-1»
LWR = 0.675 x W " 0 0 7 1 5

(3.1)

which relationship isat least valid for plants between 0.02 and 20grams dry
weight.LWRthusdecreaseswithincreasingplantsize,whichcanbeconsidered
asanontogeneticdrift. Inordertoassess,whethertherewasaneffect ofseason
or root temperature superimposed on this ontogenetic drift of Leaf Weight
Ratio,theobserved LWRvaluesexpressed asapercentageofthosecalculated
according to equation 3.1 were plotted for each root temperature and each
harvest separately in Figure 3.9a.
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(• 12°C;025°C; x 35°Croot temperature)

A small, but rather consistent root temperature effect seems to occur, but
thiseffect washardly significant.
Figure 3.9a also shows a seasonal fluctuation of LWR. During the winter
period (between harvest1-3 on the2ndofNovember and harvest III-2 on the
25thofJanuary)itis10to25%lowerthanthatinsummer.
Afurther analysisof Figure 3.9a shows,that inexp.I, II,VIand VII LWR
decreased with age, which suggests that the onotgenetic drift of LWR was
largerthan that accounted for byequation 3.1.Theslopeoftheregressionline
in Figure 3.8 may havebeen biased by the fact, that the relatively low values
ofLWRduringwinterwereobtainedwithsmallplantsonly,whereasthehigher
values of LWR during summer were accompanied by much larger plants. It
thus seems reasonable to suggest a slope of the regression line somewhat less
steep.Assumingaslopeof0.9000insteadof0.9285,equation 3.1changesinto
LWR = 0.675 x w - 0 1 0 0 0

(3.2)

This relationship was applied to construct Figure 3.9b and it appears, that
both the seasonal trend and the root temperature effect are shown more
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clearly than in Figure 3.9a. During November, December and January Leaf
Weight Ratio was 15to 20%lower than during therest of theyear, with a very
short transition period only.
The relativevaluesof LWR at 25°Croot temperature from Figure 3.9b were
plotted against the average radiation during the week preceding each measurementinFigure 3.10.
Above 500J c m " 2 d " 1 LWR is rather independant of radiation. From 500
to 200J cm" 2 d"' it declines gradually from 110% to 100%,and between 200
and 50Jcm" 2 d" 1 asteepdecline ofLWR from 100to80% occurs.
This observation is in accordance with that of D E LINT and KLAPWIJK
(1974). They reported an effect of season on the relation between the fresh
weight of the leaves and that of the shoots for tomato. The weight of the leaves
was relatively low during winter. In a discussion on the influence of light and
temperature on leaf growth, BLACKMAN (1956) reported that light intensity did
not affect the leaf weight ratio of Helianthus. If this is also true for tomato, it
implies that the decrease of LWR during winter, observed in the present
experiments and by D E LINT and KLAPWIJK (1974)iscaused by the short days
in stead of the low light intensities during winter.
Thepartition ofdry matter between various plant parts of tomato in relation
toplant sizewasstudied by COOPER (1972).In hisexperiments on nutrient solutions he observed that the ratio between root dry weight and plant dry weight
Relative LWR
120

%

110

100

0

200

400

600

800
Radiation. J cm- 2 d _ 1

FIG. 3.10. Leaf Weight Ratio, expressed as a percentage of the calculated LWR according
to Eq. 3.2, against average daily radiation during the preceding week (data for
25°Croot temperature only).
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gradually declined and that between leaf dry weight and plant dry weight
increased with increasing plant size.This isincontrast with our observations,
although in our case the dry weight of the root system was not determined.
This, however, can hardly explain thediscrepancy.
3.3.3.5. Leaf area related to leaf dry weight
Besides LWR it isimportant to analysetheratio between leaf area and leaf
dry weight, or the Specific Leaf Area (SLA). This quantity determines the
amountoflightwhichisinterceptedbytheplantforphotosynthesis.
Values of SLA with their standard deviation are represented in Table 3.6.
Thevariability of SLA was in general quite small within onetreatment when
determined on thesameday.The standard deviation was3to 4%only.Large
seasonal variations in SLA occured, however, ranging from almost 1000cm2
g"' inwintertoabout 250cm2g~' insummer.Roottemperaturetooappeared
to affect this ratio. In most cases it was lower at 12than at 25°C, whereas at
TABLE 3.6. Specific Leaf Area in cm2 g~1during the season at various root temperatures
(meanof4to5plantsand standard error ofthemean, s.e.)

Exp.

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

35°C

25°C

12°C
Harvest

mean

s.e.

mean

s.e.

mean

s.e.

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

479
540
696
660
748
861
841
892
760
639
492
438
353
382
342
337
363
295
216
284
341
381
288
497
435
437
398

10
23
9
19
28
12
15
19
13
35
42
4
21
10
23
20
13
9
11
5
13
13
4
9
1
15
14

544
554
604
743
837
993
850
989
866
801
615
473
460
532
408
437
483
359
264
389
395
380
265
542
457
470
339

15
18
11
32
22
13
35
47
9
27
43
10
13
21
11
18
6
5
5
15
11
3
4
9
18
5
14

546
524
588
746
848
999
873
988
877
832
558
462
469
471
364
456
391
316
227
319
347
349
277
507
399
422
373

19
9
6
37
28
32
18
32
5
27
17
14
6
3
12
15
8
3
11
18
15
13
10
8
13
7
23
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35°C it appeared to be reduced only during summer. This ratio was not markedly depending on plant size.
The large seasonal fluctuation in SLA could depend on air temperature,
radiation and evaporation. It appeared that the highest correlation was found
with radiation. In Figure 3.11SLA isplotted versus this climatic parameter for
root temperatures of 12,25and 35°C.Thevaluesusedinpreparing Figure3.11
are based on the average radiation conditions existing during 7days prior to
the measurement.
It isobvious, that a largedecrease inSLA occurs between 50and 200J c m - 2
_1
d . The decline at higher radiation intensities is smaller. The data suggest a
hyperbolic or logarithmic relation between Specific Leaf Area and radiation.
Linesofbestfitwerecalculated for bothmathematical relationships for the root
temperature treatment of 12°C only. The logarithmic expression appeared to
yield the best fit as is shown in Figure 3.11, so that for the other treatments
also a logarithmic regression wascalculated and drawn in the figure. Although
there is an appreciable scatter around the curves, 85to 90% of the variance of
SLA isexplained by radiation in this way.
At 12°C the specific leaf area was lower than at 25°C, the difference being
approximately 10% at low radiation intensities and about 20% at the higher
intensities. The absolute difference was approximately 50cm 2g~ l throughout
the whole range in radiation. At 35°C SLA was equal to that at 25°C at low
radiation and 15%or 40cm 2 g xlower at higher light intensities.

300

600

900

Radiation. Jc m - 2 d _1

FIG. 3.11. Specific Leaf Area (SLA) against average daily radiation during the preceding
weekat 12,25and 35°Croot temperature.Thebrokenlinerepresentsahyperbolic
relation,thefull drawn onesrepresent thelogarithmicrelationship:
at 12°C r.t. SLA = 1891 567 x logR
at25°Cr.t. SLA =1986 582 x logR
at 35°C r.t. SLA = 2121 644 x logR.
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A further analysis of the data showed, that at 25 and 35°C there was a
decrease of SLA with increasing plant size. This effect of plant size could be
hardly detected from the data in Table 3.8, but when these values were expressed as a percentage of the values, which they could have according to the
equations in Figure 3.11, a highly significant negative correlation between
SLA and total plant dry weight was found at 25and 35°C. The linear correlation coefficients were -0.71 and -0.62, respectively and based on 27 observations.At 12°Croot temperature,however,thiscoefficient wasonly-0.19,which
isnot significant. The effect of plant size on SLA was approximately 1.7% per
gram plant dryweight increase at 25°Cand 2.6%per gram at 35°C.This effect
of plant size accounted for another 6% of the total variance of specific leaf
area at these temperatures. Thus the plants gradually reduced their leaf area
per gram of dry weight in the leaves when growing larger, at least at optimum
and high root temperatures. The increase of SLA with a decrease in light intensity isan indication of a more efficient interception of lightwhen this factor
is limiting. The efficiency was less at low root temperatures during the whole
season, whereas high root temperatures reduced this efficiency only at higher
lightintensities.
Specific Leaf Area is of great importance in quantitative aspects of growth
and appeared to be quite sensitive to environmental conditions. Because of its
sensitivityitmaybeauseful indicatoroftheresponseofplantsto environmental
variables.
3.3.4. Quantitative analysis of growth
3.3.4.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
A number of qualitative and quantitative aspects of the plant have been
presented in the preceding paragraphs. In this section a growth analysis will be
given in order to assess the importance of root temperature relative to other
environmental factors.
In the beginning of this century already, some concepts of growth analysis
were presented, of which the compound-interest-law, first recognized by
BLACKMAN in 1919, was the most important one. A detailed review on the
history of these concepts is given by EVANS in T h e Quantitative Analysis of
Plant Growth' (1972).Therefore only somebasic equations used inthis section
willbepresented inconnection withtheresultsobtained.Growth isthe increase
in size or weight and it will be used here as the increase in dry weight of the
plant.Therelation between weightand sizehasbeendiscussed earlier.
The weight of the plant at any time (WT) depends on the initial weight (Wo)
at t = 0,and theincreaseinweightper unit time(dW/dt), according to:
T

WT= W o + f — d t

(3.3)

J dt
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Integration ofeq.3.3israther easyintwo cases,namely at aconstant growth
rate (a)and with exponential growth (b).
a. In thiscase dW/dt is a constant, so that upon integration of eq. 3.3 a linear
relation between W and t will be obtained.
b. In the case of exponential growth a linear relationship exists between
dW/dt and W, or dW/W.dt is a constant. The quantity dW/W.dt is called
the Relative Growth Rate (RGR) and isdefined as the dry weight increase
per unit weight and time.In thiscaseequation 3.3can berewritten as:
W2

T2

/"^RGRxfdt
Wl

Tl

and integration yields
(lnW2-lnWi) = RGR(T2-Ti)

(3.4)

where In means the logarithm to the base e. At any time t = T the weight WT
isrelated to the initial weight Wo at t = 0by:
W j = Wo • exp (RGR • T)

(3.5)

In young plants, under constant conditions, growth is often found to be
exponential for some time. Subsequently a long period of a transition towards
linear growth can be observed. During this period a good mathematical
description of growth is difficult because RGR is time-dependant, through
which integration of eq. 3.3 ishighlydifficult. When the time-interval (T2-T1)
or the weight-interval ( W 2 - W i ) is not too large, one may consider an exponential growth during such an interval. RGR isconstant then and different
during the next interval. The choice of the maximum time interval during
which an average RGR can beused without introducing large errors is arbitrary. It depends on the rate of change of RGR and on the accuracy aimed at.
EVANS (1972) suggests a time interval in which W increases two to fourfold as
the maximum time span between successive measurements of plant weight, in
order to calculate RGR from eq. 3.4.
Although the calculation of RGR from data of successive harvests is quite
easywithequation 3.4,theinterpretation ofthefiguresthusobtained isextremelydifficult. Therefore it isoften useful to separate RGR into a few other variables, which are more easily analysed.
Since RGR = d W / W d t ,
also
RGR = (dW/A-dt) x (A/W),
where:
A
is the area of the leaves
dW/A -dt is the change in dry weight of the plant per unit time and leaf
area, often called Net Assimilation Rate, NAR
A/W
is the ratio between leaf area and total plant weight or Leaf
Area ratio, LAR.
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EVANS (1972) argued, that the term NAR is somewhat misleading because
itisnot exactly thesameasnet assimilation or net photosynthesis.He proposed
the term Unit Leaf Rate (ULR), but since the term NAR has been used for a
long time already it will also be used throughout this paper.
RGR thus appears to be the product of NAR and LAR. LAR, in turn,
depends on two parameters according to:
LAR = A/W = ( A / W L ) x ( W L / W ) ,

where WL is the dry weight of the leaves.
A/WL is the area per unit dry weight of the leaves, which has been discussed
already as the Specific Leaf Area (SLA), and W L / W is the ratio between leaf
dry weight and total dry weight (LWR). It thus appears, that the relative
growth rate
RGR = NAR x SLA x LWR

(3.6)

SLA and LWR have been presented already, so that the next section will deal
with the calculation of NAR.
3.3.4.2. N e t A s s i m i l a t i o n R a t e
At each moment is:
dW
NARt= ^
Adt
The average value during the period between Ti and T2 is:

(3.7)

T2

NAR =

? — x ƒ NAR,-dt
T2 - T i

(3.8)

T

1

substitution of 3.7 in 3.8 yields:
W2

NAR = — - — x f - dW
T2-T1
^A

(3.9)

IncaseA isconstant, the integration issimple,but leafarea generally increases.
The relation between A and W should be known to integrate the function
dW/A between thelimitsWi and W2.When alinear relationship exists between
Aand W, integration of 3.9 gives:
NAR =

W 2

~Wl x
T2 - T i

l n A 2

~

l n A l

(3.10)

A 2 Ai

In chapter 16.12 EVANS (1972) represented a method to calculate NAR
according to equation 3.10,with subsequent correction for non-linearity of the
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relationshipbetweenAandW.Thismethodwasusedfor thecalculation ofthe
NAR- valuespresented inTable 3.7.(Method I).
Application of this method iscorrect only, when the increase in plant size
between two successive harvests is less than two to fourfold (see previous
section). Therefore the data from the first period of each experiment were
omitted, because ofthemuch larger increase insize.
The use of data from twoharvesting dates implies that different plants are
used in thecalculation. Sincedifferences between plants were relatively large,
this approach increased to a large extent the error in the calculated NAR.
Therefore,anothermethodofestimatingNARwasused,referred toasmethod
II. For each treatment two plants were not harvested but leaf length was
measured during the whole experiment. NAR was estimated from these two
plants.Themethod consisted ofthefollowing steps:
- Estimating theaverageleafarea ofthesetwoplants at eachharvestingdate,
from their El2-values and the relationship between area and El2 at that
dateand treatment (obtained from theplantsharvested).
- Estimating the average dry weight of these two plants at each harvesting
date, from their leaf area and the relationship between dry weight and leaf
TABLE 3.7. NetAssimilation Rateduringtheseasonatvariousroottemperatures,calculated
from themeasurement ofleafarea and dryweight ofplant samplestaken at each
harvesting date (I) and from estimates of these parameters for plants grown
during awholeexperiment (II).
12°C
Exp.

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII
Mean

34

25''C

35°C

root temp

Period

2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4

I

II

I

II

I

II

0.231
0.186
0.119
0.238
0.235
0.349
0.578
0.396
0.640
0.749
0.836
0.854
0.902
0.703
0.787
0.714
0.665
0.485
0.537

0.215
0.167
0.152
0.210
0.198
0.338
0.539
0.462
0.539
0.580
0.833
0.920
0.896
0.744
0.881
0.780
0.629
0.660
0.541

0.248
0.168
0.147
0.218
0.279
0.348
0.667
0.470
0.582
0.741
0.697
0.718
0.951
0.714
0.701

0.215
0.165
0.160
0.174
0.297
0.331
0.606
0.417
0.567
0.695
0.742
0.827
1.003
0.700
0.758

0.232
0.186
0.147
0.237
0.258
0.330
0.696
0.475
0.524
0.808
0.675
0.853
0.861
0.816
0.747

0.834
0.579
0.504
0.532

0.745
0.572
0.580
0.531

0.874
0.566
0.465
0.542

0.224
0.170
0.170
0.232
0.223
0.369
0.637
0.488
0.534
0.814
0.719
0.817
0.875
0.844
0.788
0.862
0.616
0.557
0.553

method of
calculation
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area at that date and treatment (obtained from the plants harvested).
- Applicationofequation 3.10.
- Correction for non-linearity as previously discussed.
Sinceno measurements of leaf length were available for the first experiment,
no NAR-valuesfor that experiment arepresented inTable 3.7.
Differences in NAR between the two methods were large, but the average
for each root temperature was only slightly affected by the method of calculation. The Net Assimilation Rate appeared to range between approximately
0 . 2 m g c m " 2 d _ 1 inwinter and0.9mgc m - 2 d _ 1 insummer. Although NAR is
determined byanumber ofphysiological processes,photosynthesis isno doubt
the most important one. Therefore, the values were plotted against the mean
radiation intensity during each period for each of the two sets of data. Values
for allthreeroot temperatureswerecombined becauseoftheirsmall difference.
The data were fitted to a hyperbolic equation which is often used to give the
relationship between radiation and photosynthesis (seee.g. PEAT, 1970):
NAR = NAR m x —^—
(3.11)
E+R
in which:
NAR m is the maximum net assimilation rate (mg c m - 2 d~ ')
E is the radiation at which half of NAR m is reached (J cm" 2 d'1)
and:
R is the average daily radiation during each period (J cm~ 2 d~ ')
A reciprocal plot ofNAR against Rwillgivea straight line according to:
1
E
1+
1
NAR NAR m R NAR m
1
and an intercept of
.
NAR m
NARm
Both sets of data from Table 3.7 yielded almost exactly the same curve, the
difference being lessthan 1%for radiation values smaller than 600J cm 2 d *
and less than 2% at the highest radiation values. The correlation coefficient
based on 54observationswas0.943for method Iand 0.969formethod II,which
indicated that the latter method yielded valueswhich showed lessscatter. Only
the data of method II are presented in Figure 3.12. The constants of eq. 3.11
for these data are:
with a tangent of

E

NAR m = 1 . 7 6 m g c m - 2 d - 1
E
= 765J c m - 2 d" 1 .
Radiation accounted for 90%of the total variance in NAR.
To assess, whether there was any effect of root temperature or plant size on
NAR, each value of NAR was expressed as a percentage of that according to
eq.3.11with theconstants mentioned above.No significant difference between
the figures from the root temperature treatments could be detected and there
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19 (1977)
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NAR
1.0p mg cm- 2 d _1

Radiation, J c r n ^ d " 1

FIG. 3.12. NetAssimilationRate(NAR),calculatedbymethodII,vs.averagedailyradiation
duringtheprecedingperiod,forvariousroottemperatures.Thecurveisbasedon
all54observations,fitted toEq. 3.11.
was no significant correlation between these percentages and plant size. Net
Assimilation Rate thus appeared to be free from ontogenetic drift and indépendant of root temperature. The latter result is in accordance with the
conclusion of BROUWER (1959) that photosynthesis of pea plants was not
affected by root temperature. Net Assimilation Rate of corn was also reported
to be independent of root temperature (GROBBELAAR, 1963 and BROUWER.
1973).
The observed relationship with radiation indicated that even in summer the
maximal dry weight increase per unit leaf area was not reached during this
experiment. From his experiments on shading of tomato plants COOPER
(1967) also concluded, that light saturation was not reached under natural
glasshouse conditions in England during summer. He reported a net assimilation rate of 78g m " 2 wk (1.11 m g c m " 2 d" 1 ) inJune and 1 4 g m - 2 wk" 1 (0.20
mg cm" 2 d~') in December. These values are slightly higher than those obtained in our experiment, which is at least partly due to the low light transmission of theglasshouse used for these experiments.
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Relative growth rate
400|— arbitrary units
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FIG. 3.13. RelativeGrowth Rateinarbitrary units,plotted against radiation.Thecurvewas
obtained bymultiplication ofthe LWR, SLAand NAR-valuesfrom Figure 3.10,
3.11 and 3.12, respectively.

3.3.4.3. R e l a t i v e G r o w t h R a t e
Since Relative Growth Rate (RGR) isthe product of LWR, SLA and NAR
(eq. 3.6),all factors whichwerefound to affect these parameters will also affect
the relative growth rate.
The most important variables appeared to be radiation, root temperature
and plant size. Because day length, air temperature and evaporation were
closely correlated with radiation, their effect could not be assessed separately.
At decreasing radiation values, LWR and NAR decreased (Figure 3.10
and Figure 3.12).The effect on RGR waspartly compensated by an increase of
SLA at low radiation (Figure 3.11). In Figure 3.13 these effects were combined
to give RGR in arbitrary units as a function of radiation.A curve is obtained
which shows an optimal radiation value of approximately 500 J cm 2 d '.
Although in the relation between NAR and radiation no light saturation was
evident, it occured between RGR and radiation because of the gradually
decreasing SLA. This means that at high radiation growth is not limited by
photosynthesis but byprocesses which determine the increase of leaf area.
The apparent light saturation of RGR agrees with that reported by PLOEGMAN (1964) who observed no increase of the growth rate of tomato plants at
higher light intensities between April and August.
Root temperature had a minor effect on LWR but a more pronounced one
on SLA.NAR wasnot affected byroot temperature at all.Radiation interacted
with the root temperature effects on LWR and SLA. At low radiation the
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-19(1977)
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negative effect of lowroot temperatures on LWR and SLA was smaller than at
high light intensities. The reduction of LWR and SLA by a high root temperature was observed only at high radiation.
Plant sizehad alargeeffect on LWR. This ratiodecreased at increasing plant
size. SLA also depended on plant size, but much less than LWR and only at a
root temperature of 25and 35°C.
The decrease of LWR is thus the main cause of the often observed gradual
decline inrelativegrowth rate. D E LINTand KLAPWIJK (1973)reported that this
decline could be delayed by improved cultural practices. It is not clear, however, whether this delay is achieved by retarding the ontogenetic drift in LWR
or by a relative increase in SLA. Since SLA was found to be a sensitive parameter for environmental effects, thelatter suggestion ispossibly true.
Because of the complicated interactions mentioned above no general conclusions on RGR can be drawn, since LWR and thus RGR depends strongly
on plant size.This means a negative feed-back mechanism. Decreasing growth
rate results in relatively smaller plants with a higher LWR and thus a larger
potential growth rate. This implies that the real response of plants to environmental variables may be overlooked by a direct comparison of relative growth
rates. COOPER (1973) observed, that after some weeks of growth at low root
temperatures, the relative growth rate of tomato plants wasno longer different
from those growing at optimum conditions. His conclusion that an adaptation
occurred isnot entirely correct, however, in view of the feed-back mechanism
described above.
3.3.5. Leaf growth
As described in Section 3.2.2, daily estimates of the leaf area of two plants
at aroot temperature of 12,25and 35°Cwereobtained bymeasuring the length
of each leaf. Analogous to the calculation of RGR (eq. 3.4) daily values of
relative leaf growth rate (RA) were determined.
Leaf expansion rate was generally reduced at low and high root temperatures,butlargedailyvariationswereobserved.Thesevariationsmaybe ascribed
partly to the inaccuracy of the measurements. From the duplicates of the
measurements, the random variation of the measurements proved to be
approximately 5%. Most daily fluctuations, however, were by far greater than
this experimental error.
An attempt was made to relate these daily fluctuations to variations in air
temperature, radiation and evaporation, but no systematic relationships
could be established. Since leaf expansion is a function of plant weight increase, those factors which affect RGR willalso affect RA in general.The fact,
however, that no clear relationship between thesefactors and daily RA- values
could be established suggests, that leaf expansion rate responds to the varying
environment in a complex manner. Leaf expansion under constant conditions
will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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3.3.6. Transpiration
The plants were irrigated twice a week throughout the experiment with a
known amount ofwater, from whichthetranspiration ratecould be calculated.
The evaporation of thesoil,whichwas reduced bya polystyreen cover (Section
3.2),wasdetermined separately from pots without plants.
The evaporation depends on the soil temperature and was negative at 12
and 15°C, rather small but positive at 20and 25°C and larger at 30and 35°C.
This result is easily understood because at low soil temperature the vapour
pressure near the soil surface islower than that of the air, so that condensation
occurs. The vapour pressure gradient is small at a soil temperature of 20 and
25°C, while at 30 and 35°C the vapour pressure at the soil surface is much
higher than that of the ambient air. All data were corrected for the evaporation of the soil. This correction was relatively large at the beginning of each
experiment and in the order of 20 to 70% of the total water loss. It declined
with larger plants to less than 10%. For this reason transpiration values after
the first harvest ofeach run willbepresented only.
To obtain the transpiration rate per unit leaf area, the procedure was as
follows:
Leaf growth of young plants isapproximately exponential, or
AT = Ao • exp. (RA • T)

(3.12)

where A Tis the leaf area at any time t = T and Ao is the leaf area at t = 0
(compare eq. 3.5).
The average leaf area between t = Ti and t = T2, Ai,2,is then given by:
A,,2 =

• ƒ A,• dt

^
1

or

A i , 2=

Tl

•J Ao • exp (RA • T) • dt
T2 - T i

T1

Since Ao and RA are constant
Ax, 2 = — l — • ^ • fexp (RA • T 2 ) - exp (RA • Toj
12 - 11

KA

L

(3.13)
J

Analogous to eq. 3.4
D

lnA2 -InAi

KA =

T2-T1
And according to eq. 3.12
Ao • exp (RA • T 2 ) = A 2
and
Ao • exp (RA • Ti) = Ai
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FIG. 3.14. Transpiration vs. Piche-evaporation at a root temperature of 12, 25 and 35°C.
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Substitution into 3.13yields:
Ai, 2 = - —
——
lnA2 -InAi

(3.14)

For each period the average leaf area was determined from eq. 3.14 and
used incalculating thetranspiration rate perunit leafarea per day.
The values thus obtained were plotted in Figure 3.14 against the corresponding evaporation values measured with the Piche-evaporimeter. At each
root temperature a linear relationship existed between transpiration and evaporation. The values from the last period of experiment Vwere far below this
relationship for all treatments and are indicated with a dotted circle in the
figure. As already noted in Section 3.3.3.3.the water supply at the end of this
period was inadequate, so that probably the evaporative demand could not be
met by the plants at any root temperature. These values were omitted in the
calculation of the regression lines. Extrapolation of these lines indicates, that
at each root temperature transpiration rate was zero at an evaporation rate of
approximately 200mgc m - 2 d~ '. Thisratemay represent theaverage evaporation during the night. The slope was 0.32, 0.39 and 0.43 at root temperatures
of 12, 25 and 35C C, which indicates that the transpiration rate increased with
increasing root temperature up to 35°C. As mentioned in Chapter 2 such an
effect generally occurs in most plant species.
The ratio between transpiration and dry weight increase of plants (transpiration ratio) isoften used as an indicator of the water use efficiency of plants. In
Figure 3.15 the transpiration rate is plotted against the corresponding values
of net assimilation rate. It shows a linear relation almost passing through the
origin. The regression line at 12, 25 and 35°C is represented in the figure. It
appearsthat thetranspiration ratiodecreaseswithdecreasingroot temperature,
specially below 25°C. This is a consequence of the fact that transpiration is
reduced at lowroot temperatures, whilenetassimilation rate remainsthe same.
The data for the last period of experiment V, although being low, are within
thenormal range inFigure 3.15.Thiseither means,that NAR wasalso reduced
by the inadequate water supply as was transpiration, or evaporation was
overestimated inthat period.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this series of experiments under natural glasshouse conditions
was to obtain quantitative data on growth of young tomato plants in relation
to root temperature and climatic factors. Plant sizeranged from 1 to 100 gram
fresh weight, 0.1 to 10gram dry weight and 1to 50cm plant height. Seasonal
effects on growth appeared to be much larger than root temperature effects.
Due to the high correlation between day length, radiation, air temperature and
evaporation it was impossible to separate the effect ofeach of these parameters
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on growth. Radiation showed the best correlation with a number of plant
parameters.
Growth in weight was exponential, but the relative growth rate decreased
with increasing plant size,due to a gradual decrease in the ratio between leaf
weight and totalplantweight.Seasonaleffects ongrowthwerebalanced, since
an increase in radiation caused an increase in the assimilation rate, but a
decrease in the specific leaf area. Leaf weight ratio was to 15to 20% lower
during winter. Root temperatures were optimal for growth between 20 and
30°C. At lower root temperatures growth was reduced throughout the year,
and at high ones only in summer. In both cases the main cause of thisreduction was the decrease of the specific leaf area. Leaf weight ratio was affected
only slightly, while net assimilation rate was not influenced at all by root
temperature.
The decreasing growth rate with increasing plant size produces a negative
feed-back, since a reduction in growth rate yields smaller plants with a larger
potential growthrate.Thusatprolonged periodsoflowroot temperatures,the
relativegrowth rate oftheseplantscan behigher than that at an optimal root
temperature.
Leafexpansion ratewasreduced byroot temperatures below 20°C.Besides
that, relativelylargevariations from daytodayofthisgrowth parameter were
observed.
Transpirationwasmarkedlyaffected byroottemperatureandincreasedwith
increasingroot temperature between 12and 35°C.SinceNAR wasnot affected,alsothetranspiration ratioincreasedwithincreasingroottemperature.
Becauseofitssensitivitytoroottemperaturetherateofleafexpansion under
different conditions should bestudied inmoredetail.Specific leafarea,which
iscloselyrelatedtoleafexpansion islikelytobeanimportant parameter inthe
studyofthephysiologicalbackgroundofroottemperature effects.
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4. E F F E C T O F R O O T T E M P E R A T U R E D U R I N G R A I S I N G
ON S U B S E Q U E N T G R O W T H , G E N E R A T I V E
DEVELOPMENT AND YIELD

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the effect of root temperature on the growth of
young tomato plants was discussed. It was demonstrated, that optimal conditions during raising were achieved with root temperatures between 20 and
30°C. Since in tomato growing earliness and fruit yield are important parameters, the effect of root temperature during raising on subsequent growth,
generative development and yield has to be assessed.
In principle, two different pretreatments of root temperature can be distinguished. Plants can be raised for an equal period of time at different root
temperatures, after which they are transplanted at the same time into a glasshouse. In this way transplants of different size and development are used, and
MORGAN and CLARKE (1975) demonstrated that the ultimate yield can be affected by the stage of development at transplanting. The second possibility is
varying the raising period for each root temperature in order to obtain plants
of an equal size. Either different sowing or transplanting dates will be the consequence of the latter set-up. Although the advantage of plants with equal
size is achieved, their age will vary. A drawback of the latter approach is the
difficulty of planning such an experiment for which a large number of plants
at each treatment isnecessary. Therefore theformer method waschosen.
Parallel to the root temperature pretreatments a number ofplants was raised
without root temperature control. Leaf pruning was applied during transplanting and also later on in order to assess the importance of leaf area on growth,
development and yield.
Theexperiment wascarried out threetimes,onesowingdatebeingin autumn,
one in winter and one in early spring.

4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seeds were sown in boxes at an air temperature of 25CC. One week after
emergence the young plants were selected and transplanted into 5-litre pots
as described in Section 3.2.1. Ninety pots were then placed into six Wisconsin
tanks which were kept at 20°C for two days. Thereafter root temperatures of
12,25and 35°Cwereimposed(30plantspertreatment).Atthesametimeninety
plants were raised in 5-litre pots which were placed on benches in a nearby
glasshouse and left without root temperature control. The treatments are listed
inTable 4.1.
The air temperature varied between 20and 25°Cduring theday and between
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TABLE 4.1. Treatments applied in the experiments on growth, generative development and
yield.
Removal of every second leaf

Conditions during raising
Treatment

A
B
C
D
E
F

root
temp.
C
C

day
°C

air temp.
night
°C

35
25
12
15-20
15-20
15-20

20-25
20-25
20-25
20-22
20-22
20-22

at transplanting
into the glasshouse

continuously after
transplanting

no
no
no
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
yes

15-18
15-18
15-18
15-16
15-16
15-16

15 and 18°C during the night in the glasshouse with the controlled root temperatures. The glasshouse without root temperature control had an air temperature between 20and 22°C during theday and between 15and 16°Cduring
thenight.
Soil moisture was kept at a pF-valueof about 1.5 by irrigation. The frequencyand amount of irrigation wasdetermined asdescribed in Section 3.2.1.
When theplants at 25°Croot temperature reached aheight of approximately
35cm, the height of all plants was measured and the leaf area estimated from
thelength of theleaves. Half of the leaf area wasremoved from the sixty plants
which madeup the treatments Eand F (seeTable4.1.).Then alltheplants were
transplanted into a glasshouse where the air temperature was kept between 20
and 23°C during the day and at 17°C during the night. These day and night
temperatures were increased to 22-25°C and 18-20°C, respectively by the
end of February. On sunny days the air temperature sometimes rose to about
30°C. Soil temperature at a depth of 35cm was approximately 17°C when the
first experiment wasstarted, and gradually roseto about 23°Cat theend of the
experiment inJuly.
The plants were grown in rows with an alternating distance of 50and 75cm
and a planting distance in the row of 50 cm, according to normal practices.
The treatments were not randomly distributed in the glasshouse, but blocks of
six plants of the same treatment were systematically put at different locations
within each double row.The wholeplot of 180plants ofwhich each experiment
consisted was surrounded on all sides by plants of the same age. These plants
were not a part of the experiment.
Theplants weretreated asacommercial crop until aheight of approximately
2meter was reached. Theyweretopped above the seventh truss and theexperiment was continued until at least 90% of all fruits of each treatment were
harvested.
Asnoted inSection 4.1. three sowingdateswereapplied. Thetimeof sowing,
transplanting intopotsand into theglasshouseisgiveninTable4.2.
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TABLE 4.2. Dates of sowing and transplanting for the experiments I, II and III.
Date of
Exp.
I
II
III

Sowing

transplanting
into pots

transplanting
into glasshouse

Sept. 24'"
Nov. 5'"
Jan. 14'"

Oct. 5 th
Nov. 16th
Jan. 25th

Nov.3 rd
Jan. 12'"
March 7'"

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1. General development
Data on plant height, leafnumber and leafarea during transplanting into the
glasshouse are listed in Table 4.3. for each treatment and for each experiment.
The differences between treatment A and B,respectively raised at 35and 25°C
root temperature were negligible. This could be expected from the results
reported in the previous chapter. The effect of the low root temperature treatment (C) on plant height and on leaf area at transplanting was larger for the
early (I)and late sowingdate (III) than for theintermediate one(II),which was
also in accordance with results previously reported. Leaf number was only
slightly affected by root temperature.
TABLE 4.3. Averageplant height, leaf number and leaf area at transplanting into theglasshouse after different treatments during raising.
Exp.

nr. of leaves

leaf area
cm2

treatment

plant height
cm.

I

A
B
C
D
E
F

32.8
31.9
12.8
11.2
11.9
11.8

11.4
11.5
8.8
9.9
5.0*
4.9*

1246
1291
420
483
250*
252*

II

A
B
C
D
E
F

42.6
41.8
28.9
22.5
23.4
22.4

11.8
11.5
10.2
11.2
5.9*
5.8*

676
646
466
465
236*
245*

III

A
B
C
D
E
F

39.2
38.6
21.6
17.6
18.5
18.3

12.0
11.1
9.6
10.8
5.7*
5.3*

1232
1330
562
968
478*
484*

after removal of every second leaf
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Theplantsraisedwithout root temperaturecontrol (D,Eand F)were smaller
than those from the 12°C root temperature treatment in all experiments as far
as plant height isconcerned. Leaf area was slightly higher in experiment I, the
same in experiment II and substantially higher in experiment HI as compared
with C. The relatively small size of these plants was not caused by low root
temperatures, since the average air temperature in the glasshouse during
raisingwas approximately 17°C. Root temperature should havebeen the same,
and aroot temperature between 15 and 20°Chas onlyaminor effect on growth.
Obviously the lower air temperature at D, E and F reduced the growth rate of
the plants. The effect of air temperature thus appears to be larger than that of
root temperature.
The plants in the first experiment grew well, but flowering in the first truss
occurred only in treatment A and B, where also some fruitset was observed.
Thebuds in the second and third trussall aborted before flower opening. In the
other treatments of this experiment no fruitset at all was observed before the
end of January, when light conditions improved. Some fruitset occurred in the
fourth to seventh trusses, but the total number of fruits per plant remained low
in all treatments. The long period of vegetative growth obscured differences
between thetreatments and further data on fruiting were deleted.
In the second experiment the first truss failed in most plants of treatment A
and B, and in all plants of the other treatments. The second and subsequent
trusses showed a good development in all treatments except F, where also the
second truss failed. Obviously leaf area limited a good development of flower
buds.
In the third experiment normal flowering and fruitset was observed in all
treatments. Dates of flowering are listed in Table 4.4. A low root temperature
treatment during raising had no effect on thetimeof flowering inthe first truss,
but a delay of 3to 4days in the second and third truss was observed. The partial removal of leaf area appeared to hasten flowering with a few days.D E
ZEEUW (1954) demonstrated, that the development of the inflorescences is
inhibited by the young leaves of a tomato plant. Removal of these leaves
decreases such an inhibition, aswas observed in this experiment.

TABLE 4.4. Data onfloweringofthe first three trusses in experiment III.
date offirstflower opening
Treatment
A
B
C
D
E
F

l51truss

2nd truss

March 17th
March 18th
March 18th
March 24th
March 23rd
March 20,h

March 23rd
March 24th
March 27,h
April 2nd
April1 st
March 29th
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3 rd truss
April I s '
April I s '
April 5 th
April 10lh
April 8 th
April 6th
Al

Cumulative fruit weight
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FIG. 4.1. Cumulative weight of fruits harvested after different pretreatments. (• treatment
A ; 0 treatmentB; x treatmentC;A treatment D;V treatment E; + treatment F).

4.3.2. Fruit production
Thecumulative weight offruits harvested inthe second and third experiment
is shown in Figure 4.1. S-shaped curves were obtained which indicates that
three periods can be distinguished. First an exponential increase is observed,
because successively more trusses are yielding fruits. Secondly a linear phase
occurs, where an equilibrium exists between trusses finishing their production
and new ones coming into production. Finally the phase of decreasing yield is
reached, because no new trusses are available, which occurred after 7 trusses.
The position of the exponential phase represents earliness, the slope of the
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linear phase represents the production rate, which is determined by the number of fruits per truss, the weight per fruit and the rate of ripening. The position of the final phase represents the total production potential of the seven
trusses.
As previously mentioned no data on fruiting will be presented for the first
experiment.
In the second experiment (II) earliness was the same in treatments A and B
and slightly less in C. Production rate was equal for each root temperature
treatment and the total production potential was slightly higher in A than in
B and C. Root temperature effects were very small, however. Partial removal
of leaf area at transplanting decreased earliness in experiment II (E and F.
compared with D). Production rate was not affected when leaves were partiallyremoved onlyonce(E),but decreased atcontinuous leafpruning (F). The
production potential was strongly decreased by continuous removal of leaves
and lessafter removing leaves only onceduring transplanting.
In the third experiment the response was slightly different. Earliness was
again decreased byalowroot temperature during raising (C),but not by partial
removal of leaves (E and F). Obviously leaf area was limiting fruit set during
experiment II but not during experiment III, later in the season. Production
rate was not clearly affected by root temperature and only decreased at continuous removal of leaves. This response is equal to that in experiment II.
The production potential was clearly reduced by low root temperature during
raising (C) and also bycontinuous removal of leaves (F). Partial defoliation at
transplanting only (E)did not affect thisparameter in experiment III.
TABLE4.5. Cumulative number of fruits harvested and average fruit weight up to two dates
inexperimentIIandIII.Withineachcolumndifferent lettersindicatestatistically
significant differences atp < 5% (DUNCAN, 1962).
Exp. Ill

Exp. II
Treatment

until May 25

lh

until June27"

A
B
C
D
E
F

fruits/plant
27.2cd
45.4b
28.9 d
44.7ab
25.2bc
42.1 ab
44.7 ab
24.7b
39.5a
17.0 a
14.6 a
39.7 a

A
B
C
D
E
F

71.0b
69.6b
71.4b
68.9 b
69.0 b
59.8a

until June 20th

until July 18"

fruits/plant
41.1c
60.1c
43.2c
61.5c
31.4b
52.0b
27.0a
53.1b
29.2ab
52.2b
27.9 ab
44.8a

g/fruit

g/fruit
71.8b
70.6b
74.2b
72.1b
73.6b
62.3 a
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69.0b
71.2bc
76.4c
73.4bc
67.8b
59.0a

66.2 ab
68.0b
71.6b
70.6b
69.2b
61.0a
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Fruit yield istheproduct offruit numberand averagefruit weight. Therefore,
separation of these two parameters may be useful in interpreting the results.
Fruit number isdetermined byfruitset, whichoccurs 6-8 weeksbefore ripening
and bytheinitiation offlower budsinthetrusses,which takesplaceeven earlier.
Thegreaterpart offruit weight increaseoccursduring thelast fewweeks before
ripening. Cumulative values of fruit number per plant and average weight per
fruit arelisted inTable4.5.at twodates for each run.
The negative effect ofa lowroot temperature during raisingwhich was small
in experiment II and larger in experiment III was due mainly to a decrease in
number of fruits. The average fruit weight was slightly higher but did not compensatethereduction intotalyieldascompared withoptimal root temperatures.
CHERMNIH (1971) reported that total yield was not affected when plants were
raised at a root temperature of 17°C, compared with 25°C.
The effect of partial defoliation on fruit yield appeared to be more complex.
In the second experiment the reduction of leaf area to one half during transplanting markedly reduced fruit number, whereas acontinuous pruning had an
insignificant effect on this parameter. Average fruit weight, on the other hand,
was not affected by a single defoliation at the beginning, but largely decreased
with a continuous removal of leaves. During the third experiment fruit number
was not affected during the first half of the harvesting period, and reduced
thereafter only by continuous partial removal of leaves. Fruit weight in this
case was slightly but insignificantly reduced by leaf pruning once and clearly
reduced by continuous removal of leaves. The results obtained in experiment
III agreewith theobservation of COOPER (1964),that cutting ofthelower leaves
of tomato plants had no significant effect on yield, but that heavy defoliation
clearly reduced yield.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

Sowing of tomato seeds in September and transplanting of the plants into
the glasshouse in November resulted in a slow, but regular vegetative development, but generative development was almost entirely suppressed until the end
ofJanuary, irrespectiveofthetreatmentbefore orattransplanting.The ultimate
yield was poor in all cases.
Sowing in November and January was more successful and the ultimate
yield was approximately 3 kg/plant for the early and 4 kg/plant for the later
sowingdate.
A low root temperature during raising had an insignificant after effect on
total yield for the early sowing, but reduced the final yield byabout W°/o in the
case of the late sowing date. This reduction was caused by a decreased number
of fruits per plant, which was not compensated by the slightly higher fruit
weight. During theearlierpart oftheharvestingperiod theobserved differences
were at least partly due to a slight delay in the development of the trusses.
Leaf area at transplanting wasfound to becritical for fruitset under the poor
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light conditions of January, but of no influence later in the season. The continuous removal ofevery second leaf initially caused an increase intherateof
development,butinthelongrunplantswerelessvigourouswithamuchlower
fruit numberandfruit weight.
Sincetheseconclusionsarebasedonlyonaoneyear'sexperience,they should
beconsidered with great care. Smallannual differences in weather conditions
duringsensitiveperiodsmayhavealargeeffect onthesubsequentdevelopment
of flowering and fruiting and thus on the ultimate yield. The experiments
reported inthischapter show,that root temperatureduring raisingisofmuch
less importance than air temperature. The yield of plants grown at a root
temperature as low as 12°C appeared to be equal to or higher than that of
plants, raised at a root temperature of 17to 18°C, but at a slightly lower air
temperature (17°C,compared with 20°C).
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5. G R O W T H AT V A R I O U S C O M B I N A T I O N S O F
C O N T R O L L E D AIR AND ROOT TEMPERATURES

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Under the natural glasshouse conditions of the experiment described in
Chapter 3a rather closecorrelation between radiation and air temperature was
observed, through which the separate effects of each climatic factor on growth
wasdifficult toanalyse.Although thecorrelation between growth and radiation
was somewhat higher than that between growth and air temperature, the latter
nodoubt affects plant growth also,aswasdemonstrated inChapter 4.
Inthischapter theimportance ofairtemperaturerelativetoroot temperature
willbediscussed. In order to avoid interrelationships with other environmental
factors the experiments were conducted under the controlled conditions of a
phytotron. The design of the experiment was different from that described in
Chapter 3 for a number of reasons. The technique of periodic harvesting is
useful, becausegrowth inweightisdetermineddirectly.Aserious disadvantage,
however, is the fact, that each point on the growth curve represents different
plants. In order to reduce the error caused by plant to plant differences, large
samples should be harvested each time.
The rate of leaf expansion could be determined rapidly and accurately by
repeated measurements of leaf length on the same plants (Section 3.2.2.). The
variabilityofthisparameter generallyappeared tobelessthan 5%,for themean
of two replicates only. Moreover leaf expansion rate was found to be quite
sensitive to root temperature. This non-destructive method for measuring
growth was therefore used in the experiment described in this chapter, and
a large number of air and root temperature combinations were feasible. Three
series of experiments were carried out subsequently. In each of them a treatment with a continuous air and root temperature of 25°C was present as a
reference. Throughout the experiment a uniform daylength of 12 hours was
applied.

5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Seeds were sown at 25°C and transplanted into 5-litre pots at the seventh
day after emergence (vide 3.2.1). Until the sixth leaf had reached a length of
approximately 1cm, the plants were kept at 25°C in artificial light with an
intensity at plant height of approximately 30 Watt m 2 for 12hours per day.
Thereafter the temperature treatments were started. The experiment consisted
of 3series. In the first series air and root temperature combinations of 25/9°C
were applied, in the second one combinations of 25/17° and in the third one
combinations of25/13°C.All48treatments are listed inTable 5.1.Three plants
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per treatment were used and special care was devoted to the selection of uniform plants.
After an adaptation period of 24 hours at the experimental temperatures,
stem length and the length of each leaf was measured at 6 P.M. Thereafter
measurements of leaf length weredone twice a day when the plants were transferred from light to darkness and viceversa. This transfer took placeat 6 A.M.
and 6P.M. each day and by that timealso the weight of pots with and without
plants was determined in order to measure the rate of transpiration during
day and night. The decline in weight of pots with plants, however, was only
slightly higher than that of those without plants, so that large errors were introduced by the correction for evaporation. No data on transpiration are presented, therefore. Seven days after the beginning of the measurements, at the
end of the light period, the plants were harvested. Stem length was measured
again, while also fresh and dry weight of stems, petioles and leaf blades was
determined. Leaf area was measured with an optical planimeter.
From thedata ofleaflength theleafarea at 12hours' intervals was calculated
as described in 3.2.2. The relative growth rate of the leaves (RA) was then calculated for day,nightand 24-hour-periods analogous toEq. 3.4.(page 32).
The increase in stem length was determined from the measurements at the
beginning and the end of the experimental period. Leaf weight ratio (LWR)
and specific leaf area (SLA) were calculated from the measurements of weight
and area at the end of each experiment.
TABLE 5.1. Treatment codes for each combination of air and root temperature byday (DA
and DR, respectively)and night (NA and NR). SeriesIcombinations of 25/9°C,
series II 25/17and series III 25/13°C.
r

n

Series II

Series III

DA NA DR NR

DA NA DR NR

25
17
25
25
25
17
25
17
25
17
25
17
17
17
25
17

25
13
25
25
25
13
25
13
25
13
25
13
13
13
25
13

SeriesI

Treatment
j

DA NA DR NR
Reference
DA
NA
DR
NR
DA, NA
DR, NR
DA, DR
NA, NR
DA, NR
NA, DR
DA, NA, DR
DA, NA, NR
DA, DR, NR
NA, DR, NR
DA, NA, DR, NR

25
9
25
25
25
9
25
9
25
9
25
9
9
9
25
9

25
25
9
25
25
9
25
25
9
25
9
9
9
25
9
9

25
25
25
9
25
25
9
9
25
25
9
9
25
9
9
9

25
25
25
25
9
25
9
25
9
9
25
25
9
9
9
9

25
25
17
25
25
17
25
25
17
25
17
17
17
25
17
17
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25
25
25
17
25
25
17
17
25
25
17
17
25
17
17
17

25
25
25
25
17
25
17
25
17
17
25
25
17
17
17
17

25
25
13
25
25
13
25
25
13
25
13
13
13
25
13
13

25
25
25
13
25
25
13
13
25
25
13
13
25
13
13
13

25
25
25
25
13
25
13
25
13
13
25
25
13
13
13
13
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5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3.1. General
The variability between the three subsequent series was analysed by comparing the data of various plant parameters for each series at the reference
treatment with a constant air and root temperature of 25°C (Table 5.2).
Although each treatment consisted of three plants only, the values of LSD
indicate, that accurate estimates of the plant parameters were obtained in this
experiment.
Stem growth was slightly smaller and leaf growth slightly greater during the
first series, while SLA was somewhat higher in the third one. However, the
differences between the serieswerehardly significant. To ensure a proper comparison between the various imposed temperatures, each parameter was expressed asa percentage ofitsreference at 25°C.The results arepresented in the
Figures 5.1 to 5.6.
5.3.2. Stem growth
Stem growth depended strongly on the air temperature during the day (DA)
(Figure 5.1).The effect ofNA and DR wasalmost the samebut much less than
that ofDA,whiletheeffect ofNR wasnégligeable.
A decrease inair temperature duringday and night (DA,NA)caused a more
than additive reduction of stem growth. The effect of root temperature during
day and night (DR, NR) wasalsoslightlymore than additivebut lesspronounTABLE 5.2. Plant parameters at the reference treatment (25°C air and root temperature, by
day and night) for the three subsequent series. Least Significant Differences (at
p < 0,05)arealsoindicated; valuesinparentheses areLeast Significant Differencesexpressed asapercentageoftheaveragevalue.
Period

SeriesI
Oct. 12-19

SeriesII
Oct. 25-Nov. 1

Series III
Dec. 12-19

Stem growth (mm in 7days)
LSD
Relativeleaf growth
rate-24 hours (d _ 1 )
LSD
Relative leaf growth
rate-day (d _1 )
LSD
Relative leaf growth
rate-night (d~')
LSD

37
5.6(15%)

42
4.3 (10%)

43
4.6(11%)

0.214
0.019(9%)

0.195
0.011(6%)

0.196
0.012 (6%)

0.169
0.014(8%)

0.165
0.010 (6%)

0.163
0.009 (6%)

0.259
0.023 (9%)

0.226
0.016(7%)

0.229
0.014 (6%)

Leaf weight ratio
LSD
Specific leaf area

0.768
0.022 (3%)

0.758
0.017(2%)

0.753
0.013(2%)

1
Kg"
)
LSD

730
36(5%)

752
45 (6%)

787
39(5%)
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9 13

FIG. 5.1. Stem growth at various temperature regimes as a percentage of the reference at
25°C(seeTable 5.2).Broken linesindicatethevaluesobtained when theeffects are
assumed to beadditive.

ced than in the case of air temperature. Combination of low air and root temperatures during the day (DA, DR) caused a less than additive effect on stem
growth. At relatively low air and root temperatures during the night (NA,
NR), however,an interesting interaction occured: at 9°Cthe reduction of stem
growth was more than additional, at 13°Cjust additional whereas at 17°C a
significant increaseinstemgrowthwasobserved.Whetherthisisjust coincidentalor ademonstration ofathermoperiodic response,cannot beconcluded from
this single observation. The latter would indicate, that thermoperiodicity of
growth in the tomato only exists inthe range between 25and 17°C, when both
air and root temperature are lowered by night. Thermoperiodicity has often
been observed with larger plants,whereplant height usuallywas represented as
a growthparameter (WENT, 1945; VERKERK, 1955).When alsoDR wasdecreased (NA, DR, NR) no increase of stem growth at 17°C was observed, although
growth reduction was less than additive. FRIEND and HELSON (1976) found no
difference ingrowth oftomato plantsat either 35°C(day)/15°C(night)or25°C
thoughout.
In general the temperature effect on stem growth was relatively larger between 25and 13°C than below 13°CThis indicates, that stem growth at 13°C
isreduced sofar, that a further reduction can hardly be achieved.
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5.3.3. Relative leaf growth rate
The relative leaf growth rate at the reference treatment was approximately
20% per day (Table 5.2),which means a doubling of leaf area in 3lj2 days,ora
fourfold increase during the experimental week. Within a treatment an average
standard deviation of only2to 3%of the mean value occurred.
Leaf growth rate was largely influenced by air temperature during daytime
(Figure 5.2, DA); the effects of NA, DR or NR were almost the same and
much smaller than that of DA. When both day and night air temperature (DA,
NA) decreased, a slightlymorethan additive growth reduction occurred. When
air temperature is low root temperature is of minor importance only. Reduction of root temperature during day and night (DR, NR) caused a more than
additive growth reduction. A reasonable growth rate can be maintained in
case root temperature isoptimal during either day or night.
The combinations DA, DR and NA, NR demonstrated an additive decrease
of leaf growth rate with declining temperatures, except at 17°C (NA, NR),
where almost no growth reduction occurred.
The effect of temperature on leaf growth was in general slightly smaller
between 25and 17°Cthan between 17and 9°C. Obviously the rangeof optimal
temperatures for leaf growth is wider and the minimum temperature lower as
compared with stem growth.
The rate of leaf growth during night was approximately 40 percent higher
than that during the day at a constant air and root temperature of 25°C. In

DR

NA.NR

DA.DR.NR
I

I

9

13

l

17

NA.OR.NR

l

25

i

9

i

13

i

17

DA.NA.DR.NR

l

25

l

9

l

13

l

17

l

25
°C

Relative leaf growth rate at various temperature regimes as a percentage of the
reference at 25°C (seeTable 5.2). Broken lines indicate thevalues obtained when
theeffects areassumed to beadditive.
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100p
755025DR
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25
DR.NR

NA.DR

0
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25
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NA.DR.NR

DA.NA.DR.NR
13 17
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FIG. 5.3. Relative leaf growth rateduring the lightperiod at various temperature regimesas
a percentage of the reference at 25°C (see Table 5.2). Broken lines indicate the
valuesobtained whentheeffects areassumed tobeadditive.

FIG. 5.4. Relative leafgrowth rateduring thedark period atvarious temperature regimesas
a percentage of the reference at 25°C (see Table 5.2.) Broken lines indicate the
valuesobtained whentheeffects areassumedtobeadditive.
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Figure 5.3. and 5.4., therefore, leaf growth during day and night is presented
separately.
It appears that the temperature regime during the day not only affected the
growth rate during the day, but also that during the night and vice versa. A
decrease of air temperature during the day (DA) reduced leaf growth during
the day and that during the night. At 17°C the reduction of growth during the
night was even more pronounced than that during the day. Air temperatures
of 17and 13°Cduring the night reduced leaf growth during the day more than
that during thenight; whenair temperature during thenight was9°C, however,
leafgrowth during theday increased. Inthiscasethegrowth reduction was thus
partly compensated when more favourable conditions occurred.
Root temperature during the day did not affect growth rate by night significantly, but a decline of root temperature during the night equally affected
leaf growth during day and night.
5.3.4. Leaf Weight Ratio andSpecific Leaf Area
Leaf Weight Ratio and Specific Leaf Area were calculated from the data
on plant weight and leaf area obtained at the end of each series. By this time
large differences in plant size occurred between the various treatments, especially in the first series (25/9°C). Since leaf weight ratio strongly depends on
plant size (Section 3.3.3.4.), the values had to be corrected for plant size in
order to assess the actual temperature effect on this parameter. The relation
between LWR and total dry weight of the plants at the reference treatments
agreed with that obtained in Chapter 3.
Since LWR was found to be proportional t o W - 0 1 (Eq. 3.2) all values of
LWR were multiplied with a correction factor equal to (Wref/Wtr) -0 ' 1 , in
which Wref is the dry weight at the reference treatment, and W t r is the dry
weight at the treatment considered. The correction factor ranged between 0.95
and 1.0 in all cases.
LWR appeared to be quite insensitive to temperature (Figure 5.5).When air
temperature was continuously below 17°C there was a small but significant
increaseinthe leafweight ratio.Thisresult wasobtained irrespectiveofthe root
temperature. The small decrease of LWR at low root temperatures which was
reported inChapter 3wasconfirmed by thisexperiment. It wasonly significant
when root temperatures were low by day and night.
Specific Leaf Area was not corrected for the effect of plant size, although a
significant negative correlation with plant size was demonstrated in Chapter 3
at optimum and high root temperatures. However, this correction would have
been lessthan 1% inallcases.
The effect of day or night temperature (DA and NA) on SLA was relatively
small, but when both were decreased (DA, NA) the reduction of SLA was
much more pronounced. Between 25and 13°C the effects were approximately
additive but at 9°C a much sharper decline was observed with the combined
treatment ascompared with an air temperature óf9°C byday or night only. At
a constant low air temperature,no effect ofroot temperature was observed.
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FIG. 5.5. LeafWeight Ratioafter oneweekatvarioustemperatureregimesasapercentageof
thereference at25°C(seeTable5.2).Brokenlinesindicatethevaluesobtained when
theeffects areassumed to beadditive.
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FIG. 5.6. Specific LeafAreaafter oneweekatvarioustemperature regimesasapercentageof
thereference at25°C(seeTable5.2).Brokenlinesindicatethevaluesobtained when
the effects areassumed to beadditive.
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Low root temperature duringeitherdayor night (DR and NR) did not affect
SLA, but constant root temperatures below 13°C (DR, NR) reduced SLA
markedly. The effect of equal air and root temperatures byday (DA, DR) was
thesameasthat ofair temperature byday alone (DA)and thesamewastrue for
those by night (NA, NR compared with NA).
5.3.5. General discussion
The observed effect of DA on growth of young tomato plants was large
(Figures 5.1and 5.2).Growth depended much more on DA than on NA, which
is in accordance with results obtained by CALVERT (1962 and 1964). HUSSEY
(1965) also reported a greater effect of day temperature on growth of young
tomato plants compared with that of night temperature. He noticed, that the
main effect of a higher night temperature was a stimulation of leaf growth
during the night. In our experiment air temperatures by night affected leaf
growth rate during the day more than that during the night, at least at 13and
17°C. Whether this occursalso between 17and 25°C, which range was used by
HUSSEY(1965),cannot beconcluded from thepresent experiment. SinceHussey
did not control root temperature, another explanation of the apparent difference can be suggested. When both air and root temperature are varied, the
relativeeffect of night temperature on leafgrowth during theday is approximately equal to that during the night. Since the growth rate of leaves is generally
larger during the night, the absolute effect of night temperature can be larger
on growth by night than by day.
ABD EL RAHMAN, et. al. (1959a) reported a decrease of stem growth at temperatures below 15°C during the night, which is in agreement with the results
presented inthispaper.Theyalsoreported aslightincreaseofSLAat decreasing
temperatures below 15°C, and this is in contrast with the results shown in
Figure 5.6.
HORI, et. al. (1968)studied the effect of controlled air and root temperatures
on growth of young tomato plants and reported a decreased growth rate at
temperatures below 23°C. The effect of air temperature was greater than that
of root temperature. The relative importance of day and night temperatures
could not be assessed, since fixed combinations of DA/NA were used (28/23,
23/18 and 18/13°C, respectively).
Leaf growth proceeds at a higher rate during the night than during the day.
BOLAS and MELVILLE (1933) reported, that growth of tomato leaves almost
ceased during the day at high light intensities. CHEN, et al. (1968) reported an
average ratio between leaf growth rateduring theday and that during the night
of 1:1.6 for tobacco. In our experiment the ratio was 1:1.5 (Table 5.2) for
tomato.
In 3.3 itwasshown, that theoverall leaf growth rate isclosely linked to three
parameters, namely LWR, SLA and NAR. LWR appeared to be insentitive to
temperature. SLA generally decreased at decreasing temperatures, and this
decrease was always accompanied by a decrease in growth. However, the relatively large effect of DA on growth, compared with that of NA cannot be
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ascribed todifferences inSLA.Ittherefore seemslikely,thatNAR isaffected by
the air temperature during the day. This is in accordance with the conclusion
of FRIEND and HELSON (1976).

5.4. CONCLUSIONS

Air temperature by day is by far the most important factor for growth of
young tomato plants. The effect of root temperature is small, and completely
obscured when air temperature is continuously low. A low root temperature
during part of theday reduced thegrowth rate only slightly but at a continuous
low root temperature the growth reduction ismore pronounced.
Stem growth is slightly more sensitive to temperature in the range from 13
to 25°C than below 13°C, whereas leaf growth rate is affected relatively more
between 13and9°C.
Leaf growth rate is higher during the dark period than in light, the ratio
between both beingapproximately 1.5 at 25°C. The temperature regime during
onepart ofthedayoften alsoaffects leafgrowthrateduringtheother part ofthe
day.
Leaf weight ratio is rather independent of temperature. Only when air
temperature is continuously lower than 17°C, there is a small but significant
increase in this parameter.
Specific leaf area isdecreased bydeclining air and root temperatures, but the
effect is only small between 17and 25°C. A low root temperature during part
of the day has no effect on this parameter but a sharp decline isobserved when
root temperature is continuously below 13°C. Although the net assimilation
rate was not determined, it was concluded from the results, that this parameter isreduced by lowair temperatures during the day.
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6. P H Y S I O L O G I C A L B A C K G R O U N D O F T H E G R O W T H
R E D U C T I O N AT LOW R O O T T E M P E R A T U R E S

6.1. INTRODUCTION

The literature on the physiological background of the effect of suboptimal
root temperatures on plant growth in general, and in particular on growth of
young tomato plants hasbeen briefly reviewed in Section 2.3.Itwas mentioned
that a number of processes such as root growth, water uptake, mineral uptake
and translocation, are affected by root temperature. Some processes may be
affected without being the rate-limiting factor. It isthus not sufficient to know
whichprocessesareaffected, buttheirrelativeimportance shouldbeconsidered
as well.
In this Chapter some experiments will be reported with the ultimate aim to
describe the mechanism of growth reduction in tomato plants at a suboptimal
root temperature. It was shown in Chapter 3,that the decreasing growth rate
at a low root temperature was accompanied by a systematic decline in specific
leaf area. Leaf growth and specific leafarea wereclearly reduced only when the
root temperature was low during day and night (Chapter 5). When root temperature was low during part of the day only, growth was slightly reduced and
SLA was unaffected. Specific leaf area and leaf growth rate seem to be linked
in the response of young tomato plants to root temperature.
Theseparameters, therefore, willbediscussed inrelation to root temperature
and water balance of the plants. Since phosphorus uptake has frequently been
mentioned as an important factor in the response of tomato plants to root
temperature, its role in the relation between root temperature and leaf growth
rate will be discussed in a subsequent section. Finally the effect of phytohormones on growth of tomato plants will be discussed in relation to root temperature.

6.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Although the experiments described in this chapter were rather diverse, the
design wasgenerally the same.Therefore, inthis section themain experimental
technique will be described. Important deviations will be mentioned in subsequent sections.
Seeds of tomato were sown and the plants selected and transplanted into
5-litre plastic pots, asdescribed in Section 3.2.1. The pots wereput on benches
in a glasshouse, where the temperature was kept at 20 to 22°Cduring the day,
and at 15°C during the night. Since the air temperature could be controlled
by heating and ventilation only, the temperature in midsummer sometimes
roseto about 30°C byday and to 20°Cbynight. Successive sowingswere done
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between March and October in order to obtain an adequate number of plants
of the right size at any moment. When the fifth leaf had a length of approximately 1cm, the pots were placed into Wisconsintanks and root temperature
wascontrolled at25°Cfor twoorthreedays.Bythistimethesixthleafwas 1 cm
long and the plants were selected for uniformity once more. Two root temperatures were generally applied, viz. 10 and 25°C, while at the same time the
other treatments were imposed, which will be described in the following sections. Three plants per treatment were used throughout.
During the experimental period of seven days leaf length was measured
daily at 9 A.M., while plant height was measured at the beginning and at the
end of this period. The plants were harvested and fresh and dry weight of
stems, petioles and leaf blades was determined. Leaf area was measured with
an optical planimeter. Air temperature and relative humidity were recorded
with a thermohygrograph and evaporation with a Piche evaporimeter.

6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.3.1. Leaf expansion and specific leaf area inrelation to root temperature and
water balance
6.3.1.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
No direct evidencehasbeenobtained, that thedeclininggrowth rateof young
tomato plants at low root temperatures is primarily caused by an increased
resistance in the water uptake pathway (Section 2.3.). In that case the effect of
root temperature should be larger in summer than inwinter, sincethe evaporativedemand in summer ismuch greater. Such an effect was not observed in the
experiments described in Chapter 3.Moreover, a low root temperature during
thedayshouldbemoreeffective inlimitinggrowth,than alowroot temperature
during the night, but in Chapter 5itwas shown that this was not thecase. This
suggests that a causal relationship between leaf expansion rate and a water
deficit oftheleavesat lowroot temperaturesdoesnot exist.More direct evidence on the absence of such a relationship however, isnecessary. To achieve this
aim experiments should be designed inwhich the water status of the leaves and
root temperature arevaried. Control of thewater balance of the plant, without
affecting other plant parameters, however, is almost impossible. In principle
three methods could be applied to vary the water balance of a transpiring
plant:bychanging the evaporativeconditions in theenvironment, by changing
theratio between the transpiring leafarea and theabsorbing root surface of the
plants, and finally bychanging theavailability of water inthe rooting medium.
Thefirstmethod canbeachieved bycontrollingradiation intensityor relative
humidity, but an accurate control of humidity was not available for these
experiments. Variation of radiation would affect other growth determining
processes such as photosynthesis as well. Changes in the ratio between the
transpiring leaf surface and the absorbing root surface could be achieved either
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by cutting part of the leaves or by growing plants on a double root system by
approach-grafting. The latter method has been used by LONG (1943) in studies
on salt-uptake and by JACKSON (1956) on flooding injury of tomatoes. It was
tried, but had to be abandoned for practical reasons. In most cases the graft
functioned only partly, which made the plant to plant differences in growth
and development too large. Moreover the establishment of the graft took so
much time,that theplants grew too largetobeeasilyhandled. No reproducible
resultscould be obtained in thisway.The remaining possibilities were then leaf
pruning and changing the availability of water.
Two experiments will be reported, one in which part of the leaf area was
removed and the other in which different soil moisture regimes were applied.
In both experiments a root temperature of 25and 10°Cwas used.
6.3.1.2. P a r t i a l d e f o l a t i o n
The treatments and theresultsoftheexperiment on leafpruning areshown in
Table 6.1. The lower three leaves were halved by cutting each second leaflet
in the 40% leaf area reduction treatment, and the lower three leaveswere fully
removed in the 80% treatment. The length of leaves 4 to 6was measured and
at the final harvest the specific leaf area of these leaves was determined.
Thepartial removalofleavesnot only reduced thetranspirational demand of
the plants, but inhibited the production of assimilates necessary for growth as
well. Stem growth was reduced by approximately 50%after an 80% reduction
oftheleafarea at both root temperatures. Leaf growth rate decreased lessat the
optimal root temperature, whereas no significant reduction of leaf growth due
to leaf pruning was observed at 10°C.Specific leaf area wasnot affected by the
removal of leaves at the optimal root temperature but increased after an 80%
removal ofleavesat the low root temperature.
Although the pruning of leaves aimed at reducing thewaterloss of the plants
without affecting other processes, assimilation was reduced as well. Stem

TABLE 6.1. Effect of root temperature and pruning of leaves on stem growth, leaf growth
andSpecificLeafArea.
treatment
root temp.
°C

results

leaf area
reduction
V

stem
growth
mm d~'

leaf
growth
mm d _ 1

specific
leaf area
cm2g^'

/o

64

25
25
25

0
40
80

7.3 ± 0.7
5.1 ± 0.4
3.4 ± 0.3

7.3 ± 0.3
5.9 ± 0.3
5.2 ± 0.2

737 ± 6
712 ± 21
740 ± 20

10
10
10

0
40
80

4.8 ± 0.4
3.8 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.2

4.0 ± 0.4
4.3 ± 0.2
3.7 ± 0.3

535 ± 14
566 ± 6
702 ± 12
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growth wasreduced bypruning at both root temperatures, whereas leaf growth
was reduced at the optimum temperature only.This suggests,that assimilation
wastherate-limiting factor for growth of stems and leaves at the optimum root
temperature, and for stem growth only at 10°Croot temperature. Whether the
uptake of water at low root temperature was limiting leaf growth rate in the
lattercase,however,can notbededuced from theresults.
6.3.1.3. Soil m o i s t u r e
In a second experiment themoisture content of the soilwasvaried. Preliminary experiments had shown, that leaf growth was not affected in the moisture
range between pF 1.2 and 2.5.A significant decrease in leaf growth rate occurs
at pF 3.0,while growth isalmost zero at pF 3.8.
A moderate water deficit was imposed in the present experiment. For this
purpose a set of plants was left unirrigated until the soil reached a pF of 3.2.
Thereafter soil moisture was kept between pF 3.0 and 3.2 by irrigation. Although no uniform soil moisture distribution in depth of the profile will be
obtained inthis way,it reduces therootingzonewherewater isavailable for the
plants. Another set of plants was kept at the normal soil moisture tension of
approximately pF 1.5. When the experimental root temperatures (Table 6.2.)
were imposed, differences in size were already present between the plants kept
at the normal soil moisture tension and those of the dry series.The treatments
were continued for one week and the lengths of the 4th till the 8th leaves were
measured daily.At theend ofthe experiment fresh and dryweight and leaf area
wasdetermined and specific leaf area calculated.

TABLE 6.2. Effect of root temperature and soil moisture on leaf growth and Specific Leaf
Area.
Treatment

Results

root temp
°C

soil moisture
pF

leaf growth
mmd-1

25
25
10
10

1.5
3.0-3.2
1.5
3.0-3.2

14.4 ± 0.3
7.7 ± 0.5
8.3 ± 0.2
4.5 ± 0.3

specific leaf area
cm2 g" 1
330 ±
332 ±
286 ±
290 ±

14
9
19
3

Leaf growth was markedly reduced by the low water content of the soil
(Table 6.2.). The percentual decline at both root temperatures was almost the
same,which means that theeffects areapproximately additive.
Specific leaf area was not influenced by the water availability but was, as
expected, reduced by low root temperature. This suggests, that the factor
involved inthedeclineofleafgrowth ata lowroot temperature isnot thereduced availabilityof water.
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6.3.1.4. Reversibility of root temperature effects
In order to obtain someidea of the reversibility oftheroot temperature effects, plants wereraised asusual until the sixth leafreached a length of 1 cm.
Thereafter onesetofplantswasbroughtto 12°Croottemperaturefor aperiod
of 4^2 days, after which root temperature was changed to 25°C for another
4^2 days. Another set of plants was kept continuously at a temperature of
25°C. Inboth treatments leaflengthofthreeplantswasmeasured twiceaday,
at6.00A.M.and 6.00P.M.Atthesametimethreeotherplantswereharvested
todeterminespecific leafarea.
Therelative leafgrowth ratesduringdayand night areshown inFigure 6.1.
for both treatments.Thevaluesduring thedayweremuchlower than thoseat
night, while day to day variations were large. The low temperature immediately reduced therate ofleaf growth, which remained more or lessthe same
thereafter. After the 5thday, when root temperature waschanged from 10°C
to25°Cthegrowthraterecoveredimmediatelyandbecamehigherthanthatof
thecontrol treatment. Thegrowth rateduring thedayremained relativelylow
for two days and recovered thereafter, being slightly higher than the control.
Specific Leaf Area (Figure 6.2.) showed a significant diurnal fluctuation.
SLA generally decreased byday and increased by night. During the low root
temperature treatment of 4^2 days SLA of these plants gradually declined
relativetothat ofthecontrol plants.After thechange totheoptimal temperatureagradual increaseoccurred untilalmostequalvalueswereobtained atthe
end of the experiment. The decrease and increase of SLA wasdue mainly to
changesduring thenight.
50r-d-
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FIG. 6.1. Leaf growth rate(RA) duringday (left) and night (right).Full drawn lines:at 25°C
root temperature throughout, broken lines: first 4'/2 days at 12°C, thereafter at
25°Croottemperature.
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FIG. 6.2. Specific Leaf Area (SLA)at thebeginningoftheday (6.00A.M.) and at the beginning ofthenight (6.00P.M.). Fulldrawn lines:at 25°Croot temperature throughout, broken lines: first 4'/2days at 12°C, thereafter at 25°C root temperature.

Since SLA is the ratio between leaf area and dry weight a certain change of
SLA with time will be the result of a change in either one of these parameters
or in both. It should be kept in mind, that leaf dry weight increases mainly
during the day and leaf area during the night.
In order to assess, whether the observed effect of root temperature on SLA
was due to changes in leaf expansion, or in dry weight of the leaves, a balance
wascalculated for eachday and each night from values of specific leaf area and
relative leaf growth rate.
If for a given period, either day or night,
Ai is the initial leaf area (cm 2 ),
Af isthe final leaf area (cm 2 ),
Si is the initial SLA (cm2 g" 1 ),
Sf isthe final SLA (cm2 g~ 1 ),
RA is the relative leaf growth rate (cm2 c m - 2 d - 1 ) ,
t is the length of the period (d),
then theabsolute increase inleafdryweight(AD)duringthat period isgivenby:

AD

Ar

Ai

Sf

Si
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or, per unit leaf area initially present:
AD

Ar
1
= -— x —
Ai
Ai Sr
Now, since

1

.
_2,
(gcm 2 )

Si

— = exp • (RA • At),
the increase in dry weight of the leaves per unit leaf area initially present is
given by:
AD
1
,_
...
1
(gem" 2 ) (6.1)
— = — x exp. (RA -At)
Ai
Sr
Si
The values thus obtained are listed in Table 6.3. Since these values were
calculated from differences between various plants a rather largeerror in these
estimates may be expected. Bearing this in mind it appears, that the root temperature treatments did not affect thedry matter balance of the leaves, since no
systematic differences occur. During the day there was a positive gain in dry
weight, which gain depends on radiation as is shown in Figure 6.3. For comparison, the curve from Figure 3.12. representing weekly averages of net
assimilation rate is also shown in the figure. The results from the present
experiment fairly well coincide with those reported in Chapter 3.It again confirms, that net assimilation rate isnot affected byroot temperature.
During the night the dry matter balance was almost zero (Table 6.3). In the
second half of the experiment mainly positive values were obtained at both
treatments, specially during the sixth night. No environmental factor could be
found which was directly related to this phenomenon.
In summarizing the results, one may conclude that the effect of root temTABLE 6.3. Increase in dry weight per unit leaf area initially present, for each 12-hours'
period between 6.00 A.M.and 6.00 P.M.,calculated with Eq.6.1.Treatment Iat
25°C root temperature continuously, treatment II for 4l/2 days at 12°C, thereafter at 25°Croot temperature.
Period

Treatment

Treatment

Period

DAY

I

II

NIGHT

I

II

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.65
0.32
0.57
0.62
0.31
0.50
0.45
0.48
0.56

0.54
0.37
0.59
0.66
0.29
0.44
0.44
0.59
0.51

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-0.09
-0.09
+0.06
-0.08
-0.19
+ 0.31
+ 0.17
+ 0.09

+0.02
+0.04
-0.05
-0.02
-0.13
+ 0.40
+ 0.15
+ 0.08
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FIG. 6.3. Dryweight increaseof leavesduringthedayper unit leafarea,vs.radiation. (• :at
25°C root temperature throughout;O :first4^2 days at 12°C, thereafter at 25°C
root temperature). The curve gives the relationship between NAR and radiation,
shown in Figure 3.12.

perature on Specific LeafArea,and thusongrowth, isreversible,at least within
the experimental period of five days. This means, that a low root temperature
during a short period can be compensated by optimal temperatures later on.
It should be realized, however, that plant size will not reach the same value
because the interception of radiation has been less for some time. Brouwer
(1973) also mentioned, that effects of root temperature on growth of beans
were, at least partly, reversible. After longer periods, however, also structural
differences develop,which are irreversible.
The effect of root temperature on Specific Leaf Area ismainly due to the leaf
expansion rate and not to thegain or lossindry weight of theleaves.
6.3.2. Root temperature and thesupply of minerals
The symptoms of tomato plants growing at a low root temperature fairly
wellresemble those at a low levelof phosphorus nutrition. Therefore a reduced
uptake of this element often has been proposed as one of the major causes of
growth reduction at suboptimal root temperatures (Section 2.3.).
In the previous sections it has been shown that plant growth and especially
leaf expansion rate declines rapidly after a decrease in root temperature. Such
a fast response can hardly be ascribed to nutrient deficiency. In most cases
plants, grown with an adequate supply of minerals demonstrate signs of
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deficiency only after somedaysofdecreased supply. In young plants, however,
thegrowth rate ishigh and thestorage small,sothat amore rapid response may
be expected. Therefore the role of phosphorus supply in relation to low root
temperatures on growth was examined.
The experimental approach, proposed by Bonner and cited by KETELLAPPER
(1963) was followed, according to the concept of chemical cure of climatic
lesions. The assumption of this approach is, that a suboptimal climatic condition causes a shortage of one or more essential metabolites, which can be
cured by supplying these substances externally. Since the application of a
foliar spray of a monopotassiumphosphate solution can suppress phosphate
deficiency in many plant species (VAN DIEST, personal communication), this
technique wasused inthe present experiment.
Plants were raised aspreviously described until the sixth leaf was 1 cm long.
Root temperatures of 10and 25°C were then imposed for one week. On the
first and fourth day the plants were sprayed with a 0, 2.5 or 5% solution of
KH2PO4, combined with 0.1% Tween-20 as a wetting agent. The length of
the three higher leaveswasmeasured daily and at the end of the experiment the
Specific Leaf Area of these leaves was determined. The treatments and their
results are listed in Table 6.4. It appears, that the application of phosphate
solutions did not have any effect on the plant parameters determined at a root
temperature of 25°C as well as 10°C.
The lack of response to phosphorus supply and the rapid decline of growth
with a decrease in root temperature mentioned earlier, led to the conclusion,
that phosphorus uptake is not likely to be the primary limiting factor in the
growth of young tomato plants at low root temperatures. In Section 2.3 it was
mentioned that on this subject the literature is contradictory. There is general
agreement, however, that thephosphorus content of theplant decreases at low
root temperatures (e.g. LOCASCIO and WARREN, 1960; JAWORSKI and VALLI,
1964). The phosphorus content is usually expressed on a dry weight basis.
Dry weight increase is reduced relatively less than fresh weight at low root
TABLE 6.4. Effect of root temperature and phosphate application on leaf growth and
Specific Leaf Area.
results

treatment

70

root temp.
°C

cone. KH2PO4
°/o (WW)

average growth of
4 th to 6thleaves
mm d" 1

average SLAof
4 lh to 6 lh leaves
cm2 g" 1

25
25
25

0
2.5
5.0

12.4 ± 0.3
12.8 ± 0.5
12.6 ± 0.3

356 ± 12
361 ± 7
358 ± 5

10
10
10

0
2.5
5.0

6.9 ± 0.2
7.4 ± 0.4
7.1 ± 0 . 3

255 ± 13
225 ± 8
251 ± 11
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temperatures. The lower phosphorus content, therefore, may be partly caused
by the increased dry matter content.
No further study on the relation between nutrient supply and root temperature was made, since this relation was not considered to be the most
important one.
6.3.3. Root temperature and phytohormones
6.3.3.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
In recent years increasing evidence is obtained, that phytohormones play a
decisive role in the regulation of growth. Hormones are generally produced at
specific sites in the plant and are then transported to other regions where
certain processes in growth or development are regulated. Low temperatures
in the rooting zone of plants may exert their influence on the aerial part by
changing thehormonal balance.
The study of phytohormones, their production, transport, site and mode of
action at present isahighly specialized field of research and a detailed analysis
of the hormonal balances which regulate the growth of young tomato plants
obviously was beyond the scope of the present work. A complete and detailed
review of the literature on this subject therefore isnot given and some references only will be mentioned, which discuss the possible relations between root
temperature and phytohormones.
A review on root hormones and plant growth has been given by TORREY
(1975).Threegroupsofphytohormones aredistinguished, auxines, gibberellins
and cytokinins.The latter two areknown tobeproduced intheroot system and
transported to the shoot (CARR, et. al., 1964; SKENE & KBRRIDGE, 1967, and
JONES, 1973). Although gibberellins and cytokinins are expected to play a
decisive role in the roots, important interactions have been observed between
all three groups (BANERJI & LALORAYA, 1967; SCOTT, 1972, and RAILTON &
REID, 1973).

In the present study experiments were done in which these substances were
applied separately and in combination with each other at different root temperatures.
6.3.3.2. M a t e r i a l s a n d m e t h o d s
Tomato plantswereprepared asdescribed inSection6.2.Thetreatments were
started when theplantshad sixtoeight leaves.Root temperature wascontrolled
at either 25 or 10°C and the plants were sprayed every other day with an
aqueous solution with concentrations of phytohormones as listed in Table 6.5.
Tween-20, at a concentration of 0.1% was added as a wetting agent. Gibberellicacid (GA3) was used as a gibberellin, kinetin and benzyl-adenine as cytokinins and the sodiumsalt of Indolyl Acetic Acid as an auxin. The treatments
were applied inthree subsequent experiments. Each experiment had a reference
treatment at 25°C root temperature, which was sprayed with water without
phytohormones. Each experiment lasted seven days, during which leaf length
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wasmeasureddaily.Stemlengthwasmeasured atthebeginningandtheendof
eachexperiment and fresh anddryweightand leafareaweredetermined atthe
end.Transpiration wasdetermined bymeansofweighingthepots taking into
account evaporative losses (see Section 3.2.).
6.3.3.3. Results
Data onstemgrowth,relativeleafgrowthrate,specific leafareaandtranspiration arelistedinTable6.5.for eachexperiment.Theplantswerelargerinthe
TABLE6.5. Effect of root temperature and spraying of gibberellic acid (GA3), kinetin,
benzyl adenine (BA)and indolyl acetic acid (IAA)on stem and leaf growth rate,
Specific Leaf Area and transpiration rate.Absolute values aregiven for thecontrol treatments at 25°C; the other figures are expressed as a percentage of this
control.
Treatment

72

Result

root
temp.
°C

substance

cone.
ppm
w/w

25

control

0

25
25
25
10
10
10
10

GA 3
GA 3
GA 3
control
GA 3
GA 3
GA 3

25
250
2500
0
25
250
2500

25

control

0

25
25
25
10
10
10
10

kinetin
kinetin
B.A.
control
kinetin
kinetin
B.A.

20
200
200
0
20
200
200

25

control

0

25
25
25
10
10
10
10

IAA
IAA
IAA
control
IAA
IAA
IAA

5
50
500
0
5
50
500

Stem
growth

rel. leaf
growth rate

SLA

transp.
rate

13.2±1.5
mm d" 1
or 100%
283
299
300
70
289
301
295

0.196±0.008
d" 1
or 100%
103
103
101
49
62
66
58

503±15
cm2 g" 1
or 100%
108
113
109
76
93
94
94

121±9
mgem" 2 d" 1
or 100%
109
112
107
74
98
100
88

6.9±0.2
mm d" 1
or 100%
97
93
99
78
81
75
78

0.220±0.005
d" 1
or 100%
95
90
82
48
53
62
59

374± 4
cm2 g" 1
or 100%
98
96
87
71
71
76
74

155±5
mgem-2 d - 1
or 100%
96
101
107
81
85
88
94

6.3±0.3
mm d" 1
or 100%
98
113
163
81
81
105
133

0.210±0.010
d1
or 100%
93
71
45
59
58
56
33

104±14
481±10
c m 2 g _ 1 mgcm" 2 d _ 1
or 100%
or 100%
95
122
86
115
81
91
75
100
74
93
75
97
78
73
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first experiment, which caused the relatively high stem growth rate andthelow
leaf growth rate (compare Section 3.3.2.2. and 3.3.5.). Daily radiation was
rather highduring thesecond experiment, whichcaused the lower SLAandthe
higher transpiration.
The effect of phytohormones isshown inthesame table. Alldata wereexpressed asa percentage of that at thereference treatment during that experiment.
Gibberellic acid increased stem growth almost threefold attheoptimal root
temperature. Aconcentration of25 ppm w/w already caused this effect, which
was unaltered at concentrations upto 2500 ppm. Although stem growthwas
reduced byalow root temperature inthecontrol treatment, sprayingwith GA3
resulted ina more than threefold increase in stem growth, sothat differences
between root temperature treatments disappeared. Leaf growth rate was not
affected byGA 3 atanoptimum root temperature, butslighly increased atthe
lowroot temperature. SLAslightly increasedby GA3at25°C root temperature
and moreat 10°C.Thesametendency wasobserved for transpiration.
The cytokinins kinetin (6-furfurylamino purine) and benzyl-adenine (BA)
did notaffect stem growth. Leaf growth, however, wasreduced bythehigher
concentrations of either kinetin or BAat the optimal root temperature. At
10°C root temperature leaf growth wasstimulated by these concentrations.
SLAdecreasedslightlyattheoptimum roottemperature byBAonly. Transpiration washardly affected bytheapplication ofcytokinins.
The higher concentrations of IAA enhanced stem growth at both root
temperatures. Leaf growth rate declined by theapplication of IAA. At optimum root temperature this decline was clearly observed ata concentration of
50 ppmwhile at thelowroot temperature it occurred only at 500 ppm.SLA
wasreduced byIAA attheoptimal but notatthesuboptimal root temperature.
Transpiration did not respond clearly; the observed differences are hardly
significant since thestandard deviation atthereference treatment wasalmost
14/0forthis experiment.
6.3.3.4. D i s c u s s i o n
An increase of stem growth after GA-application has been frequently
reported, also for tomatoes (BROWN, et. al., 1968; MEHROTRA, et. al.,1970:
MENHENNETT & WAREING, 1975). Stimulation ofleaf growth intomato bythis
hormone was reported by BRIANT (1974)and MENHENNETT & WAREING (1975).
In ourexperiment it was only observed at a lowroot temperature. TOGNONI,
et. al. (1967) reported anincrease ofthe netassimilation rate oftomato plants
after the application ofgibberellins,butadecrease intheleaf area ratio (LAR),
which istheproduct ofSLAand LWR. SinceSLA increased inour experiments
by GA3.itseemslikely, that LWR isreduced bytheapplication ofgibberellins.
Cytokinins stimulated leaf growth at a low root temperature and slightly
depressed itatanoptimal root temperature inourexperiments. Stimulationof
growth intomato bycytokinins was reported by PROTSKO & BOÏCHUK (1974)
and AUNG & BYRNE (1976).The latter applied BA to the apical meristem, the
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former kinetin to the leaves. Protsko and Boïchuk observed a growth reduction when kinetin was applied to the stem apex.
RAILTON& REID (1973)observed an increase instem growth of water-logged
tomato plants after foliar application of BA, but no response with non-waterlogged plants.
TOGNONI, et.al.(1967),applied theauxin NAA to tomato plants,but did not
observe a clear effect on growth. This is in contrast with our observation after
the application of IAA. GRUNWALD & LOCKARD (1973), reported a synergism
between gibberellinsand auxinsapplied totomato: IAAaloneinhibited growth
but acombined application ofIAAand gibberellicacid stimulated growth more
than GA3 alone.Thisresponse, however, depended on age and cultivar.
The interactions between root temperature and hormone application described previously suggest, that there is a relation between root temperature,
hormonal activity and growth. The reduction in stem growth, observed at
low root temperatures is counteracted by the application of gibberellins or
auxins, but stem growth isalso stimulated atoptimal root temperature bythese
substances, even at low concentrations.
Leaf growth rate is stimulated by GA3 at a low root temperature only,
suggesting that gibberellins are limiting leaf growth at this temperature. Cytokines reduce leaf growth rate at an optimal root temperature and slightly
stimulate it at a low root temperature. A higher concentration of IAA is
necessary to reduce leafgrowth rateat a lowroot temperature than at 25°C.
SLA is increased by GA3 at both root temperatures, although the increase
ismore pronounced at thelow root temperature. Thedecrease in SLA after the
application of BAor IAA wasonlyobserved at an optimal root temperature.
Obviously the ultimate response ofa plant depends on adelicate balance between these phytohormones. A number of experiments with combinations of
various hormones were done in order to assess the interactions between them.
No reproducible results could be obtained, however. Obviously the varying
environmental conditions also affected the hormonal balance.
A fundamental investigation on the relation between environmental factors, hormonal balance and growth will be extremely useful in understanding
the physiological background of a plants response to environmental variables,
but wasbeyond the scopeofthis study.

6.4. CONCLUSIONS

Moderate water stress of tomato plants causes a reduced growth rate of the
leaves,irrespective oftheroot temperature.Thisgrowth reduction dueto water
stress is not accompanied by a reduction of specific leaf area. Since specific
leaf area is reduced at low root temperatures, it seems improbable that the
decline of growth at a low root temperature is primarily caused by a reduced
water uptake.
After a period of reduced growth rate at low root temperature, growth is
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resumed at a much higher rate,when an optimal root temperature isapplied.
Thisincreased growthrateisaccompanied byagradual increaseofthespecific
leafareatovalueswhicharenormalatthisroottemperature.Roottemperature
affects specific leaf area bychanges inleaf expansion;thedry matter balance
ofleavesisnot affected.
Thereduced growth rateofyoungtomatoplantsatlowroot temperaturesis
notprimarilycausedbyadecreaseduptakeoravailabilityofphosphorus.
There is some evidence that phytohormones are involved in the effect of
root temperature on growth of young tomato plants. Gibberellins, cytokinins
andauxinswerefound tointeractwithroottemperature.Fundamentalresearch
on the relationship between environmental factors, hormonal balances and
plant growth isnecessary for abetter understanding oftheeffect ofroot temperatureonthegrowth ofyoungtomatoplants.
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SUMMARY

During recent years sophisticated techniques are applied in the glasshouse
industry for the control of the glasshouse climate. Along with that development, extensive research programs were carried out to establish optimum
conditions for growth. Air temperature, radiation, CCh-concentration and
humidity of the air werethe most important factors studied. Relatively little is
known about optimum conditions in the root environment. Although some
reports are available on the effect of root temperature on growth of tomato
plants,theresults haveonly limited applicability and wereoften contradictory.
Therefore, the effect of root temperature on growth of young tomato plants
wasstudied, with two objectives:
a. to quantify the effect of root temperature on growth of young tomato
plants in order to establish the profitability of root temperature control
techniques in practice, and
b. tounderstand the physiological background of theobserved effects.
Tomato plants were raised at root temperatures of 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 and
35°C in a glasshouse under natural radiation conditions throughout the year.
Air temperature ranged from 17°C in winter to 30°C in summer by day and
from 15°C in winter to 20°C in summer by night. Data on plant height, number of leaves, fresh and dry weight of leaves, petioles and stems and on leaf
area were recorded periodically during each experiment.
The effect of season on growth was much larger than the effect of root temperature. At root temperatures below 20°C growth was reduced irrespective
of the season; above 30°C growth was-reduced during the summer only. An
apparent interaction between season and low root temperature could be
ascribed to the fact that plants, although of the same age, were at different
stagesofgrowth after sometimeof treatment.
Growth analysis showed, that the reduced growth rate at low root temperature was mainly caused by a decrease of the Specific Leaf Area (SLA). Net
Assimilation Rate(NAR)wasnotaffected byroot temperature. Daily measurements ofleaf length revealed, that especially leafexpansion ratewas reduced by
low root temperatures: this reduction was not correlated with incoming
radiation or evaporation in the glasshouse.
The after-effect of root temperature during raising on subsequent growth,
development and yield was studied in three experiments in which plants were
raised at either 12, 25 or 35°C root temperature until flowering. After transplanting the plants into a glasshouse normal cultural practices were applied.
The first experiment started in very early winter (sowing in September), the
second one was a normal early crop (sowing in November) while the third one
wasa rather late crop (sowing inJanuary). Besides the after-effect of root temperature, the influence of the leaf area per plant was studied by partial defoliation.
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The first experiment was too early for normal fruit set and almost no fruits
were produced in any of the treatments. Raising the plants at a low root temperaturedidnot adverselyaffect theyieldinthesecond experiment, but reduced
total yield by approximately 10% in the third one.This reduction of yield was
caused byadecrease inthenumber offruits. Halving the leaf area at transplanting reduced fruit set in January but was without effect later on in the season.
Continuous removal of every second leaf accelerated the development during
thefirstweeksbut lateronweak plantswithamuch smalleryieldwere obtained.
The relative effect on air and root temperature was studied under controlled
conditions. Leaf growth rate by day and night was measured separately with
various combinations of air and root temperatures by day or by night. After 7
days of treatment, Leaf Weight Ratio (LWR) and SLA were determined as
well. Air temperature byday was byfar the most important factor, followed by
air temperature during the night. Leaf growth rate was slightly reduced when
root temperature was low during part of the day only. No difference between
the effect of root temperature by day and that by night was observed. Growth
wasreduced morethan additional atcontinuously lowroot temperatures.
Since the effect of root temperature on growth was independant of season
and of time-of-day, the most common hypothesis, that the growth reduction
at low root temperatures isdue toa reduced rate ofwater uptake,was doubted.
Therefore, some experiments were done in which the relation between water
balance, root temperature and leaf growth were studied. One of the results
was, that both water stress and a low root temperature decreased leaf growth
rate, but this decrease was not accompanied by a decrease in SLA at drought,
whereas itwasreduced at alow root temperature. Thesedoubts on the primary
rôle of the water balance in the root temperature response of tomato plants
was a reason for an investigation into the possible involvement of phytohormones.
Application of phytohormones in foliar sprays on plants at low or optimum
root temperatures showed, that complicated interactions exist between these
factors. Insomecasesthegrowth reductionduetoalowroot temperature could
be partly compensated by addition of gibberellines and cytokinins, but the
results were too variable for definite conclusions.
Finally, it may be concluded, that root temperature is not an important
factor in the practice of glasshouse tomato growing in the Netherlands. A
detailed study into the hormonal balance of tomato plants will be useful for a
better understanding ofthegrowth process.
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SAMENVATTING

Gedurende de laatstejaren worden in de glastuinbouw in toenemende mate
verfijnde technieken voorde regelingvanhet kasklimaat toegepast. In verband
hiermee isuitgebreid onderzoek uitgevoerd naar deoptimale luchttemperatuur,
belichting, CCh-concentratie en luchtvochtigheid voor groei en ontwikkeling
van de belangrijkste gewassen. In tegenstelling daarmee is de beschikbare
informatie over de optimale wortelomstandigheden vrij beperkt. Hoewel in het
verleden wel onderzoek naar het effect van de worteltemperatuur op de groei
van tomaten is uitgevoerd, zijn de resultaten slechts beperkt bruikbaar en
vaak tegenstrijdig. Daarom werd een onderzoek ingesteld naar het effect van
de worteltemperatuur op de groei van jonge tomateplanten, met als doelstellingen:
a. kwantificeren van het effect van de worteltemperatuur op de groei van
jonge tomateplanten teneinde na tegaan, onder welke omstandigheden toepassing van bodemverwarming rendabel zou kunnen zijn in de praktijk, en
b. verkrijgen van inzicht in de fysiologische achtergronden van de reactie van
tomateplanten op verschillende worteltemperaturen, teneinde de verkregen
resultaten tekunnen generaliseren.
In een zevental experimenten, verspreid over een heel jaar, werden tomateplanten opgekweekt bij worteltemperaturen van 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 en 35°C,
vanaf het kiemplantstadium tot aan de bloei. De proeven werden uitgevoerd in
eenkasondernatuurlijke lichtomstandigheden, enbijluchttemperaturen tussen
17°Cinde winter en 30°Cindezomer (overdag) en tussen 15°Cindewinter en
20°C in de zomer ('s nachts). Plantgrootte, bladaantal, vers en drooggewicht
van bladeren, bladstelen en stengel en het bladoppervlak werden periodiek
bepaald.
Seizoeninvloeden opdegroeiwaren veelgroterdan de invloed vandeworteltemperatuur. Bij worteltemperaturen beneden 20°C trad een groeireductie op,
ongeacht het seizoen; boven 30°C werd de groei alleen gedurende de zomer
geremd. Een ogenschijnlijke interactie tussen seizoen en lage worteltemperaturen bleek toegeschreven te kunnen worden aan de verschillende groeistadia
waarin deplanten zich bijeen bepaalde leeftijd bevonden.
Een groeianalyse toonde aan, dat de groeivermindering bij lage worteltemperatuur vooral werd veroorzaakt door een daling van de Specific Leaf
Area (SLA, het bladoppervlak per gram bladgewicht). De Net Assimilation
Rate (NAR, de drooggewichttoename van de plant per cm 2 bladoppervlak)
werd niet door de worteltemperatuur beïnvloed. Dagelijkse bladlengte metingen gaven aan, dat vooral de bladstrekking door een lage worteltemperatuur
wordt geremd: deze remming was niet gecorreleerd met de inkomende straling
of met deevaporatie indekas.
Teneinde na te gaan wat het gevolg van opkweek bij verschillende-worteltemperaturen zou zijn op de verdere ontwikkeling en productie van de tomaat,
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werden in drie achtereenvolgende proeven planten opgekweekt bij zowel 12,
25 als 35°C worteltemperatuur tot aan het bloeistadium, en vervolgens ineen
kas uitgeplant en alseencommercieel gewas behandeld. De eerste proef werd
extreem vroeg indewinter uitgevoerd (gezaaid inseptember),detweedeopeen
normale tijd voor eenvroege teelt (gezaaid innovember) endederde betrekkelijk laat indewinter (gezaaid injanuari). Naast een eventueel na-effect vande
worteltemperatuur tijdens de opkweek, werd de invloed nagegaan van het
aanwezige bladoppervlak, door middel vangedeeltelijke bladsnoei.
De eerste proef was te vroeg inhet seizoen om tot een redelijke productie te
komen. Opkweek bijeenlageworteltemperatuur hadgeen effect opdeproductie indetweede proef, maar veroorzaakte eenreductie vanongeveer 10/oinde
derde proef. Deze reductiewaseengevolgvaneenverminderd aantal vruchten.
Halveringvanhetbladoppervlak bijhetuitplanten indekasbeperktedevruchtzetting injanuari, maar had geen gevolg later in het seizoen. Het continu verwijderen van elk tweede blad versnelde de ontwikkeling aanvankelijk, maar
leiddeopdeduur totverzwakte planten meteenveel lagere opbrengst.
In eenvolgende serieproeven onder geconditioneerde omstandigheden werd
de relatieve invloed vanlucht-enworteltemperatuur overdagen'snachtsopde
bladgroeisnelheid nagegaan. Tevens werden de Leaf Weight Ratio (LWR,het
drooggewicht vanhetblad pergram totaalgewicht) endeSLAnaeenbehandeling gedurende 7dagen bepaald. De luchttemperatuur overdag bleek veruit de
grootste invloed opdeze parameters tehebben, gevolgd door de luchttemperatuur 's nachts. De bladgroei werd licht geremd wanneer de worteltemperatuur
slechts gedurende een deel van het etmaal laag is, waarbij geen verschil werd
gevonden tussen het effect van een lage worteltemperatuur alleen overdag en
alleen 's nachts. Een meer dan additionele groeireductie trad op bij continu
lage worteltemperaturen.
Het feit, dat het effect van lage worteltemperaturen niet afhankelijk bleek
van hetjaargetijde of de tijd van de dag, deed twijfel ontstaan aan de meest
gangbare opvatting, dat de hogere weerstand tegen wateropname door de
wortel de belangrijkste oorzaak zou zijn van de verminderde groei bij lage
worteltemperatuur. Daarom werdeneenaantal aanvullendeproeven uitgevoerd
teneinde de relatie tussen waterhuishouding, worteltemperatuur en bladgroei nader tebestuderen. Erbleek ondermeer, dat zowel watergebrek als lage
worteltemperatuur een daling van de bladgroeisnelheid veroorzaakten, maar
dat deze daling bij lage worteltemperatuur gepaard ging met een daling van
de SLA, terwijl dat niet het geval was bij droogte. De twijfels omtrent de
primaire rol van de waterbalans bij de effecten van lage worteltemperaturen
waren aanleiding voor eennader onderzoek naar de mogelijke rol van phytohormonen.
Toedieningvanphytohormonen door middelvanbladbespuitingen aanplanten bij optimale en lage worteltemperatuur toonde aan,dat er gecompliceerde
interacties bestaan tussen deze factoren. In sommige gevallen kon het effect
van een lage worteltemperatuur gedeeltelijk teniet worden gedaan door toediening van combinaties van gibberellinen en cytokininen, maar de resultaten
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waren onvoldoende reproduceerbaar voor definitieve conclusies.
Tenslotte kan geconcludeerd worden, dat de worteltemperatuur in de praktijk vande Nederlandse glastuinbouw voor tomaat althans geen erg belangrijke
factor is. Een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar de hormoonhuishouding van
tomateplanten isvan groot belangvoor een goed begrip van het groeiproces.
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